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FOREWORD
The only remaining land frontier of North America
lies along the northern edge of the continent in the
Subarctic and Arctic regions. The frontier means few
people and tremendous space; densities measured in
square miles of raw, untouched land per person. Here
man establishes himself in an untamed natural environ-
ment, works with it or against it, shaping it to do a
job for him.
The frontier community presents many psychological
and social, as well as physical problems to its settlers.
The remoteness breeds a feeling of isolation and loneli
ness. Local industry has labor problems. It is difficult
to attract workers and more difficult to make them happy
so that they will stay. Transportation problems are ex-
ceedingly difficult, especially at the outset. Bringing
people and supplies to the townsite presents a tremendous
task. In addition, the rigorous climate of the North
makes the building season short, the summers plagued with
insects, and the winters long, cold, and dull.
The rough-and-ready pioneer life of the 19th Century
still exists to some degree. The distorted sex ratio
leading to disorganized sex behavior, gambling, and great
consumption of alcoholic beverages still is evident. But
it lasts for a shorter period of time and may not exist
at all, depending on the methods and control of development
of the frontier community.
These communities in the North are being settled
primarily by extractive industries interested in re-
moving a natural resource. The modern frontier com-
munity is generally a single-enterprise community, pri-
vately or government sponsored. The sponsoring organi-
zation generally has a large capital reserve enabling
the natural environment to be brought under control
quickly. To prevent waste in this hasty development,
plans must be carefully made. C6mmunities must be plan-
ned to provide healthy and happy conditions for workers
and their families. This will enable them to live fuller
lives and do their work better. To this end our study
is devoted.
The collaboration by the authors as a planner-
architect team has been a prolific experience in co-
operation. The stimulus provided by a second point of
view has inevitably created a better end result. The
sections dealing particularly with the economic aspects,
the planning program for the community organization, and
policy recommendations relating to the company and the
town were written by James A. Hatcher. The design of
all elements, and the discussion of them, except the land
use plan which was done jointly, was done by David D.
Wallace. The design program for each element was arrived
at and written jointly. The appendix dealing with the
Eskimo house and the design of the temporary Arctic shelter
were done by David D. Wallace.
The authors acknowledge the cooperation of the M.A.
Hanna Company of Cleveland, Ohio, without whose help, col-
lection of much of the data would not have been possible.
We also thank Clarence Stein, Dr. Edwin Burdell, President
of the Cooper Union School for the Advancement of Science
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helpful in discussing our approach to the problem. We
also appreciate the interest and cooperation of the
Canadian Government in supplying pertinent literature and
technical data; and the many valuable criticisms of faculty
members of the Departments of Architecture and City Planning.
We further thank Bruce Miller for his contributions to
our many discussions of problems, especially the one on
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
In this thesis we propose to write a planning pro-
gram and design the physical plan for the town of
Schefferville, Quebec, a single enterprise community
in the Subarctic Region of Eastern Canada. Our pur-.
pose is to create out of this region of severe con-
ditions, an environment that will be conducive to a
normal way of life for its populace, and thereby stabi-
lize the labor force on which the Iron Ore Company of
Canada depends for mining iron ore and shipping it to
the market. Our problem is to plan a program for the
development of this community and to create a physical
design that will achieve a community that works socially,
economically, and functionally.
To do this we will investigate the special problems
that are created by reason of the isolation of the town,
the severe climatic conditions, and the single-enterprise
economy, analyzing them in terms of community organ-
ization and the interrelationship of the physical facili-
ties.
We hope that from this development program for the
particular town of Schefferville, a contribution will be
made that will apply to the general problems of planning
communities in the Subarctic and Arctic regions or where
these special problems of climate, economy, and isolation
exist.
Our approach to the problem is that of the architect-
planner team who have been engaged by the Iron Ore Company
of Canada to plan the town that will provide support for
their mining venture. We feel that the solution of the
problems involved should not be inhibited by the already
existing town and are therefore starting at the point of
selection of a permanent townsite to replace the tempo-
rary camp of Burnt Creek at the mine railhead on *the
Quebec-Labrador frontier.
The Special Problems Affecting Schefferville
The climate in this Subarctic region is severe with
very low winter temperatures. Only one and one half months
of the year are frost free. The skies are continually
overcast allowing only intermittant sunshine, the snow-
fall is heavy, and there are continual winds. The severe
climatic conditions affect communication and mobility
causing tremendous exertion of effort to maintain them.
The climate also adds to the problem of isolation.
Isolation is the basis of most criticism of frontier
towns. The root of the feeling arises from several
sources. Among them are: the small size of the com-
munity which generally limits the number and variety of
amenities, facilities, and social contacts; the distance
of the community from other centers of population where
2
this variety of activities can be sought; the distance
from relatives and old friends "back home"; and the vast
amount of unsettled land in the surrounding region which
is likely to exaggerate the feeling of loneliness and
inability to escape.
The single enterprise economy appears to be a peculi-
arity of towns supported by an extractive industry. How
this factor is handled in terms of company policies and
attitudes toward the town can determine the townts
character and ultimate future. The position of the
company in the community is one. that penetrates to all
levels of activity and is omnipresent. The problem is
to restrain or extend company influence to a balance that
will enable the community to become self-sufficient, and
not dependent on the company as the "benevolent landlord."
Our problem also concerns meeting the needs of the
people who will populate this town, primarily the Franch
Canadian, as determined by his culture and background.
These primarily French speaking people have a propensity
toward large families and are devoted to the family and
the Catholic Church. Their activities, such as fraternal
organizations, labor unions, and recreation, revolve
about these two institutions. Their background is gener-
ally rural, coming to the community to earn money so
they can return to their native parish and buy farms.
Many of them go to the industrialized areas and single
enterprise communities to work but relatively few return
3
to realize their dream.
Definition of Responsibility
The planning program must determine the size of the
town, the character of its population, and formulate a
program for the design that will provide the proper
amenities at each stage of development and break down
the barrier of isolation, physically and socially. The
program must provide a community organization and de-
termine its relationship to the company, to the indi-
vidual, and to activities of the community. A develop-
ment policy for the company must be formulated and con-
trols determined that will maintain these policies and
goals.
The architectural problem involves the investigation
of the special problems as they affect the physical de-
sign, and to design the individual elements within the
town to meet the conditions imposed by these problems.
It is the responsibility of the planner and the arch-
tect to coordinate the physical layout of the town so
that it meets the requirements imposed by the needs of
the social organization, the economy, the climate, and
,topography. The function and forms of the many aspects
of community planning must be re-examined in terms of
these requirements to determine how this "limited pallet"
which exists both visually and socially in the region
can be enriched.
4~
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CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND
The Single Enterprise Community
The singular achievement of the modern day single
enterprise towns is that the company dictatorships
once common to the history of company towns in the
first three decades of the 20th Century have all but
vanished. The causes are many, but among them may be
mentioned the influence of the labor unions, the church,
the provincial governments, and also the impersonal
nature of the present-day large-scale industrial corpo-
ration in which ownership is separated from management.
The term "single enterprise community" is used
since it is both descriptive and comprehensive. These
are communities which have come into being because of
the decision or action of a single enterprise, be it an
industry, a government agency, a defense establishment,
or a transportation, system. The long accepted term
"company townt with its unfortunate connotations, and
the more recent term "new town," which has a special-
ized meaning, does not seem to meet the need adequately.
The forerunner of the single enterprise community
in America is the company town, so familiar in certain
areas of the Southern and Northeastern sections of the
United States, and the campsites established by mining,
6
logging and other industrial enterprises all over the
Western United States and Canada. A significant ele-
ment in the evolution of this type of community is
voiced by the secretary-manger of the British Columbia
Loggerst Association, Incorporated, who stated, "Time
was in this country when logging camps were run on the
principle that women were a nuisance in camp. Within
the past 24 years, however, it has been appreciated by
at least all the large companies that married men make
the best and steadiest workmen, and that the only way
to keep them in camps is to provide housing for them
and their families."1 The acceptance of women in these
camps is the primary element of change occurring in the
extractive industry.
Characteristic of this industry is the high percent-
age of labor turnover, particularly the semi-skilled and
unskilled hourly rated workers. The degree of this labor
turnover is different in each case but the underlying
cause id the seasonal nature of the work. This seasonal.
element is a key factor in determining whether the camp
remains a camp or becomes a town.
Because of the temporary nature of the work in the
seasonal industry, the company must offer added inducements
lInstitute of Local Government, Queents University,
Single .Enterprise Communities in Canada, (Mortgage and
Housing Corporation, Ottawa, Canada, 1953), p. 27
to attract.labor. These inducements usually take the
form of higher wages; subsidized housing, such as free
bunk house accommodations for the single worker or a
drastically reduced house rent for the married employee;
and lower prices at a company store. The types of labor
that are usually attracted to towns of this character
are "the single men who wander from camp to camp with a
greater desire to see the country or to tmake a fast
buckt than to settle down in one camp for a period of
steady employment.n2
The technological change in mining and logging is
resulting in the demand for a higher skilled employee
because of increased mechanization of the operation.
The relative scarcity of skilled employees make it
necessary for companies to stabilize their labor forces
and reduce labor turnover. In order to attract and hold
their skilled labor, the company must cater to the more
mature worker who is ready to settle down with a family.
Hence the changing character of the single enterprise
town. The young single men will continue to be a part
of this frontier operation, but their influence on the
quality and type of facilities is being felt much less
than previously.
In the areas of Canada where the weather and climate
2Ibid. p. 30
permit, these industrial operations are becoming year
round by overcoming forces of nature that once caused
seasonal shutdowns. The necessity of a stabilk labor
force provided the impetus.
Of great importance in the stabilization of the
labor force is the attitude of the workert's family
toward their environment. This was shown effectivly
in a social study of the single enterprise community
of Kitimat, in British Columbia. In this study Dr.
Luchterhand found that there seemed to be a very close
relationship between a husbandts satisfaction with his
job, and his wifets satisfaction with her general home
situation and community.3
A Prelude to a Town
Before the construction of the industrial plant,
dams, and permanent townsite, a temporary camp is built
to house the workers on the larger projects. This
expedient housing facility may be a permanent legacy
of the town unless its location with respect to the
townsite is properly chosen. This may happen as a
result of a housing shortage in the town that causes
this temporary housing to remain in use permanently.
The result is a fringe area "tshacktown," which is the
Elmer Luchterhand, Phd, Social Planning and
Adjustment at Kitimat, (Consultants report for the Alcan
Corp., 1955), p. 6.
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case in a number of single enterprise communities across
Canada. Another cause for the shacktown is shacks being
built just outside the corporate limits or company con-
trolled limits, by people who cannot afford to meet the
standards of housing imposed within the corporate area
by the town or company.
This problem at Schefferville is rather unique in
that by some quirk of fate Burnt Creek, the area origi-
nally chosen as a townsite by the company and where the
temporary campsite was built, is located on one of the
richest iron ore deposits that has been found to date.
As soon as this fact was discovered, the townsite was
immediately changed to another location and this tempo-
rary camp will be torn down as soon as permanent facili-
ties are ready at the new townsite three miles away.
The traditional campsite which is limited to bunk-
houses and a cook shack, and catered to male employees
only, is changing to the more permanent town with its
more balanced population. This change no longer allows
merely a commissary to satisfy the limited shopping
needs of the male population but requires services and
facilities for women and children in the form of schools,
churches, community centers, retail stores, beauty
parlors, playgrounds, and other amenities. The modern
single enterprise community must offer the complete
range of facilities if its function is to be other than
a temporary campsite.
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Geography of the Region
Schefferville, Latitude 540 47tN. and Longitude
660 491W., is well into the Subarctic region. It is
roughly equi-distant from all tide waters and 714
miles north and east of Montreal. It lies on the
central Labrador Plateau in the vast pre-Cambrian
shield which makes up Northeastern Canada. Most of
the area is between 1500 and 2500 feet above sea level.
The plateau has low rolling hills nearly all of which
are oriented in a general northwest, southeast direction.
The lakes lying in the basins between the ridges are
oriented similarly. Lakes and rivers are numerous and
water covers over 50 percent of the surface throughout
large areas. Rock outcrops are numerous, and the area
is covered with an irregular, generally shallow mantle
of glacial till. Thick deposits of gravel and sand i-n
the form of eskers occur fairly frequently.
The climate of Schefferville is sub-Arctic, the
area being situated just below the 50* F. July isotherm
which denotes the Arctic regions4. The area is often
under the influence of the icy waters of Hudson Bay as
is much of this part of Canada. Table 1 shows the
climatic data. This table indicates that throughout
4The Subarctic is that region where the mean temper-
is not.higher than 500 F. for more than four months of
the year and where the mean temperature of the coldest
month is not more than 320 F.
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TABLE OF WEATHER INFORMATION
SCHEFFERVILLE, QUE. AVERAGES FOR 1948-1955
SUNSHINE TEMP. *F. PRECIPITATION W I N D
Ir I& .. .0 - SNOW COLUMN I AVERAGE WIND SPEED (MP. H.)
0 ,' z U 1- 0
w dc z 2 PER CENT FREQUENCY
0-I x .--
0 z 0 z 0~UI
-J cn 4 z z ~N NE E SE S SW W NW w
-. 0 Sd w I. 400 0 0 Ii 2 2 1 2 I 2 I 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
JANUARY 45.3 1.46 7.78 31.0 -56 -13 1.6 13 16.4 28 .01 10S 4 9.5 2 6.5 2 10.8 19 8.4 6 10.6 8 12.9 27 3.0 29 3
FEBRUARY 131.6 4.7 9.71 39.0 -59 -7 1.6 12 16.6 35 0 6.1 6 9.0 4 3.9 4 73 20 6.3 7 10.5 7 10.7 14 11.9 36 2
MARCH 138.6 445 11.78 49 -42 7 2.0 14 17.4 38 0 12.5 5 11.5 10 9.2 7 10.3 19 9.0 6 7.4 7 13.8 13 13.4 31 2
APRIL 1780 5.95 14.10 470 -3.3 22 1.3 12 12.3 18 .35 11.3 14 8.8 10 8.8 8 8.5 18 10.8 7 8.8 8 8.8 7 9.9 24 4
MAY 2088 6.75 16.09 83.0 4 36 1.3 11 6.9 0 52 9.7 13 9.6 9 10.2 6 10.3123 9.6 7 9.5 6 9.6 8 12.2 25 3
JUNE 190.96.4 17.35 83.0 24 50 2.9 14 3.2 0 2.55 9.4 7 9.1 8 8.9 5 10.0 24 9.0 8 9.7 10 176 14 12.3 22 2
JULY 201.0 6.5 16.81 86.0 32 55 3.5 19 0 0 3.5 8.1 9 8.7 6 5.4 3 8.0 13 9.0 10 (0.8 15 11.2 15 11.6 28 1
AUGUST 221.0 7.15 15.00 83.0 30.9 52 3.3 16 .4 0 3.3 10.4 12 9.3 4 8.3 2 8.6 10 9.5 9 10.5 I5 12.2 20 11.8 28 0
SEPTEMBER 94.0 3.14 12.76 75.0 15 42 2.8 15 4.8 0 223 74 9 7.4 5 5.6 2 9.3 9 8.8 10 9.0 17 8.0 14 9.8 30 4
OCTOBER 88.6 2.82 10.55 63.0 -2 30 3.3 18 14.8 2 1.82 7.6 4 6.6 2 76 2 10.0 12 9.5 9 11.9 20 12.7 21 13.7 27 3
NOVEMBER 4-0.6 1.36 8.41 46 -32 15 2.8 19 23.9 14 .41 9.2 9 8.5 4 9.1 3 10.0 19 8.9 7 12.0 16 11.4 20 10.7 21 I
DECEMBER 46.1 L49 7.21 41.0 -49 I 1.5 15 13.4 16 8.1 5 74 2 4.8 2 8.4 19 7.9 9 9.9 1 11.8 17 11.3 31 4
SOURCE OF DATA- METEOROLOGICAL DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT, CANADA
TABLE 2
WEATHER EXTREMES
Five Lowest Recorded Temperatures with Corresponding
Wind Speed and Direction 
_
Extreme
Minim=m
7, 1950
13, 1954
Jan. 10, 1950
Jan. 28, 1954
Dec. 21, 1953
Direction
Wind
NW
Speed
2 M.P.H.
Caim
-51i. 0
-50.0
-48.8.
E
NW
2
Calm
8
Five Heaviest Snowfalls in 24-Hour Period
Date
Oct. 27, 1951
Jan. 18, 1952
Feb. 14, 1952
Nov. 8, 1951
Feb. 21, 1953
Snowfall Direction
14 .o"
10.0
10*0
9.5
NNW
SE
NE
Speed
17iM.P.H.
23
26
21
9.5
Date
Feb.
Feb.
8
TABLE 3
WEATHER EXTREMES
The Altitude of the Sun at Various Times of Day
. On the 21st, of Each Month for Latitude 55*
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Noon
11AM&1 PM
47 55 '58 5 47 35
13 24 33 45 53 57 53 45 33
10 20 30 41 48 48 41
25 1 12
24 13 10
30 20 10 7
24 35 42 45
8 16 27
42 35 24 14 5 3
34 36 34 27 16 8
8 18 25 27 25 18 8
10 17 19 17 10
2 8 11 8 25Am&7PM
14 1
9 3
8 & 4
7 & 5
6 & 6
14
4
H
ON
TABLE 4
DESIGN TEMPERATURES FOR SCHEFFERVILLE, QUEBEC
Winter Design Temperatures-* Summer Design Temperatures-:
1% Basis
2-d Basis
5% Basis
10% Basis
-41 F.
.400 F.
-310 F.e
~M300 F.
1% Basis
22% Basis
5% Basis
10% Basis
ClWinter design temperature is the temperature value
expressed in degrees F. at or below which the X/ of the
January hourly outdoor temperature occur.
** Summer design temperature is the temperature value
expressed in degrees F. at or above which X% of the
July hourly outdoor temperatures occur.
17
+790 F.
+75* p.
+720 F.
+670 F.
the year the predominant wind directions are from the
northwest, southeast, and west. The first two wind
directions are parallel with the land orientation.
During late summer and fall, winds also come frequently
from the southwest. The Department of Transport
furnished the additional wind speed-minimum temperature
and snowfall. Between 130 and 150 inches of snow gener-
ally falls throughout the year, and the maximum snow
accumulation is about 3 feet.
During December the sun will shine a maximum of
6 plus hours from a little before 9 A.M. to a little
after 3 P.M. In the month of June the sun will shine
from before 4 A.M. to after 8 P.M.
Temperatures are generally cool, as the region
is near the northern limit of the Subarctic. The
temperature, however, occasionally climbs into the
high 80's in the summertime.
There is little cover on the central Labrador
plateau and large quantities of water exist in flow-
in streams, collected in lakes, and in muskeg swamps.5
Toward the north, timber becomes increasingly sparse
and bleak rocks prodominate the scene. It is a world
where little is green. In spots where thin, infertile
5Muskeg is a compound of organic, unstabile earth
which, during spring and summer, is impassable because
of its wet, spongy qualities. Bulldozers have been
known to sink out of sight when attempting to cross a
muskeg swamp.
soil permits, there is a blanket of caribou moss. Forest
fires which burned uncontrolled every summer for centu-
ries are denoted now by silver skeletons of burned
spruce. Growth recovery in this country is very slow.
When the caribou began to disappear a century ago,
probably a result of the many forest fires, the large
Indian population also disappeared. Today there are
but few Indians living the year round in the interior
plateau. Fish abound in the lakes and caribou are still
found in very small herds.
Development of the Labrador-Quebec Iron Ore Deposits
In the middle 19th Century, printed accounts of
explorations into the interior began to appear. In
1866-1870, Louis Babel, a surveyor-missionary made a
traverse of the region. It was not until 1900, however,
that the world got its first hint of what this country
meant to the future of North America. In that year, an
article by Albert Peter Low, a Canadian geologist, ap-
peared in Engineering Magazine which stated, "The pre-
sent high value of iron and steel and consequent ac-
tivity in the search for and development of new sources
of iron ore make this a fitting time to call attention
to the iron bearing deposits of the Labrador Peninsula.'6
6Iron Ore Company of Canada, Quebec-Labrador, (A
company publication), p. 1. Quoting A. P. Low (1896)
Report on Exploration in the Labrador Peninsula along
the East Main, Koksoak, Hamilton Manicuagan Rivers in
1892-5; Annual Report 1895, Geological Survey, Canada.
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Low traveled the country by canoe from 1892-1899, from
Hudson's Bay to Ungava Bay and the Quebec-Labrador
frontier as 7a geologist for the Canadian Geologic Survey.
In 1929, a party of Canadian geologists mapped the ore
and prepared rough topographic maps., A concession of
20,000 square miles was granted to the Labrador Mining
and Exploration Company in 1936,, and by 1939, six of
the currently recognized ore bodies in the Quebec-
Labrador region had been found.. Shortly afterward the
company ran into financial difficulties and operations
were suspended.,
In 19+2, Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines, Limited,.
obtained an option to purchase control of the Labrador
Mining and Exploration Company and a new company,
Hollinger North Shore Exploration Company, Limited, was
formed to hold 3,900 square miles in New Quebec adjoin-
ing the holding of the Labrador Mining and Exploration
Company'es holding in Labrador. The M.. A. Hanna Company
of Cleveland, Ohio, joined with the Hollinger interests
in 19+2-1943.. In 1945,. twelve deposits were discovered
containing 160,000,000 tons: of high grade iron ore and
ore exploration of nonferrous metals slipped into the
background..
The 400,000,000 tons of ore proved by 1950 repre-
sented $10,000,0007 spent in exploration of the
7 Quebec-Labrador,. op,.cit.,, p, 1.
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Laurentian Highlands. Ore was there in large market-
able quantities. To raise the capital necessary, and
assure a market for the iron ore in large tonnages
necessary to support the project, Armco Steel Corpo-
ration, Republic Steel Corporation, National Steel
Corporation, Youngstown Sheet and Tube Corporation,
Wheeling Steel Corporation, and Hanna Coal and Ore
Company joined the two original exploration companies
to form the Iron Ore Company of Canada. Further fi-
nancing was provided by 19 American and Canadian in-
surance companies who agreed to lend $150,000,000.
The big task was the construction of the Quebec,
North Shore and Labrador railroad from Seven Islands to
Knob Lake, a distance by rail of 365 miles. On February
13, 1954, the railroad was completed. It had cost in
excess of $130,000,000.
The Quebec, North Shore and Labrador railroadts
function is to haul iron ore from Schefferville to
Seven Islands. At Seven Islands, the ore is trans-
shipped by ore boats to the market in the Great Lakes
Area and the East Coast of the United States. At mile
330 of the railroad,. the Menihek Damn, a hydroelectric
project, was constructed to furnish power for the town-
site and mining operation.
The Laurentian Highlands north of Seven Islands is
being opened up. All indications are that there is
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COMPANY ORGANIZATION OF
MINING INTERESTS. DEVELOP-
ING SCHEFFERVILLE
HOLLINGER NORTH SHORE EXPLOR-
ATION COMPANY (OPERATING)
HOLLINGER UNGAVA TRANSPORT
CO. LTD. (AIR TRANSPORT)
THE QUEBEC NORTH SHORE a
LABRADOR RAILWAY CO.
LABRADOR MINING B EXPLOR-
ATION CO. LTD. (OPERATING)
UNGAVA POWER COMPANIES
LAKE MENIHEK DAM
ST. MARGUERITE RIVER DAM
IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA
(PARENT 00.)
HOLLINGER-HANNA, LTD.
(MANAGEMENT OF OPERATIONS)
enough mineral wealth there to dwarf anything now known,
though it may be many years before the extent of minerals
contained is fully known.
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CHAPTER III
THE ECONOMY OF SCHEFFERVILLE
Iron Ore As It Affects the Permanency of the Tbwn
The presence of iron ore in large quantities is the
reason for developing this town in such a remote area..
As long as there is iron ore in sufficient quantities-
and quality, the town will remain and grow with the in-
crease in production. When all the ore has-been mined,,
it is2possible that the town will be deserted unless
some other form of industry or enterprise takes up the
slack left by the ore company. To estimate the life of
this town the size of the ore deposits and the amount of
production must be determined.,
Presently, there are forty-four proved ore bodies,
known to contain at least 417,OO,000 long tons of
direct shipping iron.. When the company decided to
go ahead with the project in 1948,, they had proved
300 ',000 long tons of ore., Because of the tremendous
capital involved, an annual production of 10,000,000-
tons was necessary to support the project. This meant
a; life expectancy of the mines and the community of 30
yearsM 
., With
the present known reserves and an annual production of
1Direct shipping iron ore contains a minimum of 50
per cent iron content and a maximum of 8 per cent silicates,,
10,000,000 tons, the expected life is 41 plus years.
However, determining the life of this mining town is
not as simple as it might appear, since this year the
Iron Ore Company expected production is 12,000,000 tons
of iron ore, and by 1960, some predictions forecast
production at 15,000,000 tons, with the possible ulti-
mate production at between 20,000,000 and 25,000,000
tons of ore.2 This latter figure is based on assump-
tions of ore reserves not yet found, since this volume
requires additional investment in railroad, mining equip-
ment, and other handling facilities to handle this pro-
duction. Further investment in facilities is not likely
to occur unless there is ample ore to amortize the invest-
ment. Therefore, based on the 1960 production estimate
and the present known reserves, the minimum life expectancy
can be set at thirty years. This is an extremely conser-
vative figure since the reserves of less than 50 per cent
iron content are not included in the 417,000,000 tons.
These lower grade ores can be beneficiated to upgrade the
iron content; and known deposits are estimated to con-
tain some 2 billion tons of this lower grade ore.
Labrador ore presently competes with Lake Superior
ore as far west as Detroit. By the time it becomes
necessary to mine Labrador's lower grade ores requiring
2See footnote 5, page 38. 26
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beneficiation, the competing Mesabi range will have been
either exhausted or mining taconite exclusively. Unless
new methods are found, taconite is much more expensive
to beneficiate than the simple process of washing
Labrador ore.
The main ore zone is about 80 miles long and six
miles wide and lies in a larger belt of iron formations
225 miles long and 30 miles wide, about 5 per cent of
which has been adequately prospected. When the
417,000,000 tons was proved in 1950, drilling for new
ore ceased. There is every indication that tremendous
quantities of direct shipping ores and a larger amount
of over 4.0 per cent, easily beneficated ore remain to
be found.
Considering merely the kn6wn reserves of high grade
and easily beneficiated ores, and the ultimate production
which could conceivably go to 30,000,000 tons per year,
a conservative life expectancy of this town is seventy-
five years.
The knowledge that non ferrous metal ores are also
present might tend to make this estimate further on the
conservative side. However, since exploration for non
ferrous metals ceased with the discovery of the tre-
mendous iron ore deposits, it may be a long time before
the extent of other metals is known.
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Seasonal Variations and the Economic Base
The seasonal variations at Schefferville are prima-
rily the result of the climate as described in Chapter II.
Because of this climate, construction and mining at
Schefferville are limited to about six months of the
year. The short mining season is a result of the cold
temperature freezing the iron ore in the ore cars when
shipped during the winter. To ship during the winter
would necessitate expensive thawing operations at Seven
Islands. A further factor causing seasonal activity is
that during the short mining season, all out effort is
made to mine as much ore as possible. This effort
utilizes around the clock operations of three shifts of
workers.
During the winter months when ore is not mined, the
equipment is utilized in stripping the overburden, un-
covering the iron ore for mining during the summer. The
winter season is also the period of major maintenance
and overhaul of the mining equipment. The equipment
operators turn mechanics and with the help of regular
mechanics, the equipment is overhauled and made ready
for the summer mining season. Very few of the employees
actually doing the mining are seasonal and most are full
time, key employees. We have assumed the stripping of
overburden will continue through the winter with at least
two shifts daily and possibly three since once a machine
is stopped
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for any period of time, the' cold weather makes it very
difficult to restart and is very hard on equipment.
The seasonal workers will consist mainly of laborers
in construction crews, railroad maintenance crews, drill-
ing crews, and service personnel for the single em-
ployees. During the winter months when construction
slows down, drilling ceases, and ore shipping stops, the-
seasonal workers go to the logging industry along the
St. Lawrence or winter fishing and railroad operations
in the maritime provinces. Initially this seasonal
labor will amount to about 50 per cent of the basic
labor force, decreasing annually as the town becomes
developed, less construction is required, and more year
round jobs become available with the service industry.
There will probably always be a certain amount of
seasonal labor because the volume of ore handled by rail
during. six months will require considerable seasonal
rail employees. The railroad will run the year round
but during the winter season will not haul nearly the
volume that it does during the mining season when an
ore train leaves for Seven Islands about every three
hours. Most of the train crews will live in Seven
Islands where rail maintenance shops are located. The
rail employees of Schefferville will be terminal em-
ployees and yard workers. The yard workers are likely
to be seasonal because of the heavier volume of rail
traffic during the mining season.
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The service industry too, will be somewhat seasonal
because of the influx of the additional labor during
the summer and increased mining activity. This season-
ality will be primarily a larger volume of goods handled,
and probably will require a relatively small number of
additional employees. These fluctuations can probably
be stabilized by building inventories during the slack
periods of the railroad.
The problem of seasonal labor is one of magnitude
and is the difference between a camp or a town. Before
the construction of Schefferville as a permanent town,
the labor will be almost entirely seasonal and very
little mining done except as trial runs for proving the
system. When full production gets underway, the labor
force is less seasonal because of fewer unskilled labor-
ers and an increase in skilled mining labor. The problem
of stabilization of the economic base is primarily one
of employing the skilled labor year round.
Tie,.miners can be employed the year round in strip-
ping operations and maintenance during the winter, and
mining during the summer season as previously described.
The problem of stabilizing construction employment is
to keep key employees occupied during the slack season
to prevent complete labor turnover. This requires some
construction activity the year round. To do this means
staging operations so that during cold weather, construc-
tion can take place indoors. This would mean completing
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outside construction during summer, and the interiors:
during the winter as- far as building construction is
concerned.. Further, the contractor might set up a
standard panel assembly plant operated during the winter..
When warm weather comes he would be ready to erect
houses or other buildings quickly..
The construction of roads, utilities, etc., could
only be done during the summer and would therefore be
quite seasonal as far as employment.,
An alternative to the construction of a full scale
town at the northern end of the rail line is the possi-.
bility of the miners commuting to the mine area at the
beginning of the week or season, staying at a temporary
campsite, and returning to Seven Islands at the end of
the period.. There are many problems involved with this
solution. It is a 15 to 18' hour train ride each way
from Schefferville to Seven Islands and the fare is
$25..75 round trip.. If such a' solution were adopted how-
ever,, the company would probably 'foot the transportation
bill.. More rolling stock would be required to handle
the passenger load and community facilities would have
to. be built for the miners wherever they live in re-
lation to the mines.
The factor that eliminates this solution is the need -
for a stabile labor force.. There is too much travel
time involved in a trip every week and to stay the season
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in a campsite means a high turnover of skilled labor
which is expensive to train. Also, under such con-
ditions workers would command a much higher wage to
keep them, than if the only commuting done was a 15
minute bus ride home. More important, it would be
possible to enjoy a natural and normal family and com-
munity life.
The Region as it Affects Schefferville
The region of the Eastern Arctic and Subarctic can
be expected to gain considerable population in the next
twenty-five years relative to the present population.
According to a British United Press dispatch from Quebec
dity, Premier Maurice Duplessis is reported as prediot-
ing, "Before long, with other developments underway in
Ungava, many towns and municipalities will mushroom in
New Quebec, and thousands of people will have remuner-
ative and permanent employment in that new district."?3
The vast area has just begun to be exploited and it is
very difficult to determine just what is the potential
of this area.
The construction of the Quebec, North Shore and
Labrador Railroad will cause Schefferville to become a
jumping-off point into the Eastern Arctic and Subarctic.
As such, there very likely will be a limited number of
Toronto. Daily Star, May 2, 1953, p. 18.
suppliers and outfitters setting up operations at
Schefferville. Their number is limited by the fact
that the volume of such Arctic journeys are few. The
radar outposts and other similar bases of the United
States and Canadian Governments are supplied by rail
to Schefferville and transshipped by air. The supplies
for these bases are not purchased at Schefferville, but
from areas where a wide range of selection is available,
such as Southern Canada. Other towns that develop near
enough to Schefferville to use the rail facilities will
probably do their buying in quantities in Southern
Canada also. As the area develop/s, there undoubtedly
will be some entrepreneur that will set up shop to
supply the region, but these will be few. It is very
likely that consumer goods stores in Schefferville
will expand to provide for some of this regional trade.
Other towns will be quite limited in the range of goods
offered because of lack of transportation, and they
will be much closer to Schefferville than other com-
parable shopping areas. The proportion of employees
of these stores who serve the region could be classified
as basic employees. The actual number would be im-
possible to ascertain because of lack of information,
and are included as service workers in the estimate.
During the later stages of the town the basic indus-
try will probably include some regional distribution
facilities since Schefferville is a logical point of
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distribution for the hinterland, being the end of the
railroad and having a good air strip. It may be 25 or
30 years before this type of basic employment is really
significant, and while considerable tonnage is presently
transshipped to the radar network, the facilities for
this are not extensive nor is this a really permanent
operation. This regional distribution will not in-
crease the seasonality of the labor force since this
occurs during both sumer and winter.
It is conceivable that the railroad might be ex-
tended further toward Ungava Bay, making Scheffervillets
value as a railhead somewhat lessened. This is a rather
remote possibility within the next two decades since
ore mined near Ungava Bay would undoubtedly be shipped
from Ungava Bay to market via the Atlantic Ocean rather
than shipped 500 miles by rail and then loaded on a ship.
The tonnage volume of commodities other than ore ship-
ments does not appear to justify a rail extension. This
is an assumption and because of possible factors unknown
at the present time, may or may not be a valid one.
The development of a town at Ungava Bay would proba-
bly replace Schefferville as a disiribution point for the
Eastern Arctic depending on transportation costs involved
to particular locations. However, the area within a 250
mile radius of Schefferville east and west, and 100 miles
north and south will undoubtedly be served by Schefferville,
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Estimate of Population and Its Character
The population of Schefferville will be determined
,by the iron ore production to a great extent. While the
increase in iron ore production means an increase in
population, the relationship is not a direct ratio:. This
estimate is primarily a basic industry to service industry
ratio method. The first problem, of course, is finding
out the number of basic employees. Basic, in the sense
used here, includes all employees directly concerned with
the production and shipment of iron ore. This includes
mine workers, equipment maintenance workers, Iron Ore Com-
pany district office at Schefferville, and terminal rail-
road employees. In stages three and four, and the latter
part of stage two, this definition is broadened to in-
clude service employees serving a regional market. While
there will be some in stage one, the number will not be
significant and. is included in the service category.
The initial production of 10,000,000 tons is the
minimum town size. If the workers are all single men,
this is quite small. Since, however,. a goal of the
company is to stabilize the labor force, there will be
a larger proportion of married workers and their families.
Because of the short mining season (180 days), 55,560 tons
of ore per day must be produced. The per man per day pro-
duction figures are shown in table 5. This figure in-
cludes all Iron Ore Company employees except the office
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workers.4 The railroad employees are employed by the
Queb-ec North Shore and Lahrador Railroad and are figured
separately.
The initial number of employees is based on a pro-
duction of 65 tons per man per day. This increases with
experience and stabilization of the labor force to the
1960 figure of 88 tons per man per day. The pter man
per day production figures beyond 1960 anticipate ad-
vances in production technology as well as continued
labor stabilization.
In table 5, the annual tonnage estimates through
12,000,000 tons were obtained from interviews with
company officials, but the production estimates beyond
1960 were supplied by the authors.5 The figures for
the district office employees
4These production estimates are approximate and
they are assumed by the authors for this study.
5 The following figures are from a table that appeared
in an article by Clyde Williams in the Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland. Review, August 1953, and reproduced
in H.M.A. Van Der Valk, The Economic Future of Canada,
(McGraw-Hill Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, 1954), p. 46,
and is based on data in Resources for Freedom, (a report
to the President by the President's Materials Policy Com-
mission, Washington, D.C., June 1952). This table gives
estimates for total annual Labrador-Quebec iron ore pro-
duction though the Iron Ore Company of Canada is the only
company now producing in this area.
Year Annual Production
1950-1955 10,000,000 long tons of iron ore
1955-1965 20,000,000 long tons of iron ore
1965-1975 40,000,000 long tons of iron ore
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were furnished by the companyy and rail employee estimates
are from the same source. The estimate of rail employees
increases in proportion to production to handle the in-
creased number bf trains required for ore transportation.
The sum of 'these categories of employees consist of the
total basic labor force.
In the early phases of production a large proportion
(50%)~of the basic.employees were assumed to be single.8
As 'the town increases in age the number of single employees
is reduced to a minimum of 15 per cent of the number of
basic employees. This is approximately the amount of
additional labor required during the mining season and
will be seasonal labor, moving to other areas during the
winter.
In the first few years, the town will have a deficit
amount of service industry. Service employment in other
mining towns of similar nature varies from 40 to 60 per
cent of the basic employment.9 These figures are the
assumed proportion of service industry to basic industry
in Schefferville. In isolated communities such as
Schefferville, service industry is very low in proportion
8This is the stage of town development just beyond
the temporary Burn Creek Campsite where permanent family
dwelling units. in limited numbers is available at the
permanent townsite.
9Flin Flon, Manitoba, a 25 year old mining town, has
a service employment of 6 per cent of its basic employment.
See Ninth Canadian Census, 1951, Vol. IV.
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TABLE 5
POPUILATION ESTIMATE OF SOHEFFERVILLE
Annual Produc-
tion ofIron
Ore Long.Tons
10,000,000
12,000,000
15,000,0003
20,000,0002
25,000,0001
30,000,000
Daily Produc-
tion 180 Dys
Total Per Man
55560 65
66900
83300
113000
138,500
167000
72
88
90
No.of Mine District
Workers Re- Mine Off-
quired Six ice Em-
Day Week ployees
997
1040
1100
1462
43
43
43
1730
Rail Em-
ployees
Knob Lake
Terminal-
100
125
180
200
Other
Basic
Employ-
ees-
0
0
0
16
27
Total
Basic
Employ-
ees
1140
1180
1270
1670
1980
2260
Service
Employment
%9 of
Basic No.
40 460
42 510
45 570
50 840
60 1190
90 2040 4300
1
2
5
20
Year
1
2
Total
Labor
Force
1600
1690
1840
2510
3170
TABLE 5a
POPUILATION ESTIMATE OF SCHEFFERVILLE
Single Employees
Winter
F a m i 1 i e s Pop.
Seasonal
Fluctuation
No.Fam.
Number Workers
570
510
440
470
400
340
1030
1180
1400
2040
2770
3960
Workers
Per Fam.
1.17
1.17
1.18
1*19
1*20
1.22
Total Ave.*
Number Size
880 3.9
1010 3.9
1210 4.2
1710 4.2
2300 4.1
3250 4.0
Year
% of
Basic
2
20
30
Summer
Pop.
43
35
28
20
15
3330
3940
5100
7150
9400
13000
570
510
440
470
400
3900
4450
5540
7620
9800
13340
15
TABLE 6
ESTIMATE OF POPULATION CHARACTER
Population
Estimate R e 1 i g i o n
Catholic
3060
3630
4700
658o
865o
11950
Anglican
90
130
190
250
350
United Other
100
120
210
280
390
80
90
120
170
220
310
TABLE 6a
Families by Number of Children
Total 0 1 2 3 5 6 8 9 10
1 880 200 210 190 130 70 60 10 5 3 2 0
1010 240 250 210 130 80 60 20 10 6 3
1210 280 290 250 160 100 70 30 10 10 6
1710 370 380 365 230 170 100 50 20 10 10
2300 490 510 460 310 230 150 80 30 20 13
3250 760 750 650 440 260 190 100 50 25 16
Year
1
2
3330
3940
5100
7150
9400.
13000
10
20
30
Year
2
5
10
20
30
1
3
7
9
TABLE 6b
ESTIMATE OF POPULATION CHARACTER
Total
Children
Children
Per Fam. Children by Age Group
O-6 6-13 14.-17 18-2)1
800 570
920 660
1140 900
1560 1370
1880 1960
2300 2400
TABLE 7
INCOME OF MINING EMPLOYEES1 0
Annual Income
$ 4000-5000
5000-7500
7500-10000
Above 10000
Percent of Employees
10
75
14
100
lData supplied by the M, A. Hanna Company, Cleveland,
Ohio,
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' Year
2
1670
1920
2660
3760
4940
6500
1.9
1.9
2.2
2.2
2.1
2.0
150
170
380
500
600
950
150
170
240
330
500
850
to the basic employment. Since this town is being planned
to accommodate more shopping amenities than is ordinarily
present, the ultimate figure is about 90 per cent of the
basic employees, recognizing the fact that it can never
furnish the amount of service available in the more popu-
lated areas of Canada, but more than the average isolated
community. The service industry includes all employees
required to support the basic industry previously defined.
There will be single workers in the service industry
also. They will probably be the second worker in a family
and are included in the estimate as such. Other single
employees in the service industry will be a very small
per cent of the total single persons not in a family, and
are considered insignificant for the purpose of the esti-
mate.
Summing the number of basic and service employees,
the size of the labor force is determined. By subtract-
ing the number of single workers from this figure we get
the total number of workers in families for the town. In
an isolated town such as Schefferville, there will be
several families containing two or more workers. We
therefore supply a correction factor to take into account
families having two or more employees. In the young years
of the town when there are fewer children above the age of
17, there will be a smaller group of families containing
two or more employees. This analysis was born out in
analyzing the population of seven mining towns11 in
Quebec varying in age from 10 to 50 years. The figures
listed in the table are assumed to be characteristic of
Schefferville and increase from 1.17 employees per family
to 1.22 employees per family over a period of 30 years.
The income per worker shown in table 7 appears to be
sufficient to support a family, and the second employee
in families would probably be in the lower income bracket.
By dividing the total employees in families by the
number of workers per family, the total number of families
is obtained. Initially the average family size, while
greater than in the United States and the rest of Canada,
will be lower than Quebec as a whole, where the average
family size ranges around 4.7 persons. Towns that are
relatively isolated and young in age have the lower
family size. The increase in family size in Scheffer-
ville between year 2 and year 5 is assumed to be at-
tributed to facilities conducive to more settled family
living, increase in birth rate, and migration of larger
families from other parts of French Canada. The decrease
11The towns analyzed were all single enterprise
tovins in the Province of Quebec, varying in size from
1,500 to 14,000 persons. They were all mining towns
with two exceptions. These were an aluminum smelting
and paper manufacturing town. The most significant
difference which showed up in average family size was
the relative isolation and age of the town. The more
isolated and younger the town, the lower the average
family size. The towns were: Arvida, Cadillac, La
Malbaie, Baie Comeau, Noranda, Rouyn, and Val DtOr.
thereafter is a general trend throughout Canada in-
cluding the Province of Quebec. Multiplying the aver-
age family size by the number of families, a year
round population figure is obtained. This figure does
not specifically include the few single employees that
will inevitably remain the year round. Since no esti-
mate can even be presumed absolutely accurate, these
few individuals are regarded as insignificant in terms
of the total year round population estimate. Adding
the single employees to the year round estimate, the
mining season population is obtained.
The natural increase :of the population is considered
in the estimate of total required to support a specific
production figure. As the children grow into the labor
force, they do one of three things, go to work for the
Iron Ore Company, some part of the service industry or
emigrate to other parts of Canada. It is assumed that
they all go to work and since the jobs in Schefferville
are limited to those necessary to support the ore pro-
duction estimate, the natural increase will increase
the population only as the family size increases with
children not in the labor force.
In the later stage of town development the de-
finition of basic employees will include those employed
for concerns distributing commodities to outlying areas
of Eastern Canada and using Schefferville as a base.
This employment will not be large since other established
towns will be relatively few and campsites far between.
No matter how accurate this population estimate can
be presumed, there are several important additional
assumptions -that must be made for it to be valid.
1. It is assumed that adequate housing is available
for families as it is needed. No matter how fast pro-
duction grows, families will not move into this wilder-
ness area unless there is housing for them. There will
inevitably be a lag in house construction but if proper
scheduling of construction is accomplished the lag need
not be serious.
2. It is assumed that about 92 per cent of the
population will be French Canadians with small percent-
ages of immigrants from Europe and Canadians from other
ethnic groups and other parts of Canada. Because of
rural economic conditions of the rest of French Canada,
i.e. the need to maintain a balance of land and popu-
lation, the multitude of children must seek employment
12
elsewhere .than the family farm, and therefore migrate
to industrial areas offering employment opportunity.
3. The character of population is assumed accord-
ing to the data in tables 6, 6a, and 6b~. These figures
are arrived at through analyzing the seven single
12Everett Cherrington Hughes, French Canada in
Transition, (University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1943),
Chapter III, -p. 12-21, see also, Horace Miner, St. Denis,
A French-Canadian Parish, (Univer.sity of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1939), Chapter IV,..p. 63-90.
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enterprise communities previously mentioned. The
number of families of large size is much smaller in
the early years and the children are younger. While
the trends established in these seven single enter-
prise towns suggest a range of population character,
the specific situation of. Schefferville had to be
viewed. The figures shown in tables 6, 6a, and 6b
are the result. To say they are exact is not true,
but to say they are reasonable is realistic.
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CHAPTER IV
PROBLEMS OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND COMPANY POLICY
This chapter discusses some of the sociological
aspects of the housing in Schefferville and the related
problems of company housing policy, policy relating to
town government, educational problems of the town, the
importance of the church in community development, and
the recreation needs of the single enterprise community.
It is the background for the planning program and the
physical design.
Problems of Housing
The objectives of planning housing for Schefferville
are to overcome the factors of the severe climate, the
isolation, and the single enterprise economy insofar as
it is possible. A variety of house types and sizes must
be available to meet the requirements of the individual
families. The cost of housing must be within a range that
will be available to all income groups. These factors,
in addition, cause a more exacting study of space re-
quirements.
Fewer hours of sunlight, the low angle of the sun,
heavy snowfalls, overcast skies, cold temperatures, and
continuous strong winds all tend to keep the populace
indoors a considerable amount of the year. What is
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considered minimum housing in temperate climates may
well be substandard in the isolated Subarctic.
The housing arrangement on the site is an im-
.portant factor, and the relation of one dwelling unit
to the next is a social relationship of great importance.
In a small community such as this, the probability of
resident knowing a large percent of the other residents
is very great, particularly when nearly all friendships
will be formed within the town. Physical isolation of
the town almost insures this.
By organizing the community into small groups of
houses intimately associated, the isolation problem at
home will probably be reduced. The small groups are re-
lated to each other through use of the common recreation
center of the school where intergroup acquaintances can
develop. Within the housing group of 15 or 20 dwelling
units, the individual family might know 10 or 15 f ami-
lies rather intimately and have a speaking-working ac-
quaintance with a much larger number of families
1The number of units, 15 or 20, per housing group
was chosen because we felt it would take this many units
to support the common facilities, i.e. laundry, common
room, and workshop, provided in each housing group. We
also felt that this was an optimum number of families
for adequate social contact at the sub-neighborhood
level. We have not attempted to prove this hypothesis
which would require detailed study of this particular
aspect, and it is accepted as an assumption.
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scattered throughout the other housing graups. The
organization of homes into groups gives the individual
an identifiable place within the community, so important
to the establishment of a home rather than just a place
to live while working,.
The long periods of indoor activities will require
individual units to have private areas for a member of
the family to get off by himself, and for the family to
be secluded from their neighbors. At the same time,
social contact with neighbors must be encouraged.
In a study of the human factors in housing2 one
conclusion reached was that the arrangement of units
within a housing group has an effect of how friendships
are formed within it, and the consequent patterns of
social communication. In the housing groups at
Schefferville, we feel that to help overcome the pyscho-
logical isolation, it is important to arrange the units
so that the probability of many passive contacts will
occur. The chances that friendships will form are much
greater with the increased frequency of contact. Common
facilities such as a laundry room, walkway, a workshop,
or a common room are places where these passive contacts
might occur. At the other extreme, the occupants of a
2Festinger, Schachter, and Back, Social Pressures
in Informal Groups, (Harper and Brothers, New York,
1950), pp. 157-158.
single house would not have the opportunity of these
frequent contacts.
The common facili'ies within the housing group
along with the groupts zelation to the whole community
will affect all occupants more or less equally, creat-
ing a basis for group action. This group action can
result in meetings, recreation at a level below the
neighborhood center, a cooperative baby sitting pool,
or a workshop.
It should be a general policy of the company to
discourage segregation either by income or ethnic group,
but in fact, isolating a person in a group that does
not speak the same language or have the same sort of
customs is probably not desirable. Since the large
majority of the population will be French Canadian, it
is quite likely that an unsegregated grouping could re-
sult in such an arrangement. One way of handling the
situation is to hire only people speaking both languages.
A more practical way would be some sort of selective
segregation that will give a certain amount of homo-
geneity to the housing groups.
Cdmpany Policy Toward Housing
A chief characteristic of single enterprise com-
munities is that in each, company owned houses are pre-
sent. The degree to which the company controls housing
varies in direct proportion to the company's influence
on the town. The initial housing in a single enter-
prise community is usually owned by the company in order
to provide a sufficient amount of housing. Many compa-
nies later sell them, retaining only a few for their
key employees who are difficult to replace.
Practical necessity for the most part is the cause
of development of company housing. The necessity arises
from the nature of the industry, which requires the
housing of employees in remote areas. If the company
could hire workers already housed or induce a private
builder or public housing agency to provide housing
accommodations, the company would probably not become
involved in the housing, since they are primarily inter-
ested in their own industry. If, however, housing is
extremely scarce or non-existent, the company will
usually build houses as an inducement to attract key
personnel.
The average level of rent paid for these company
owned houses is about one-third the price that would
have to be paid for equivalent accommodations in the
nearest ordinary 'community.3 This subsidy in effect
amounts to an additional indirect wage. This low rent
is well established in most company owned communities
3This is the result of a survey of single enter-
prise communities conducted by the Institute of Local
Government, Queents University, op.cit. pp. 111-116
as a means of attracting workers and their families.
Before World War II, industrial companies took it
for granted that housing built by them would be rented
and not sold. Since then, however, a definite reversal
of this policy has become predominant in single enter-
prise communities, and the tendency is for the company
to sell their houses to employees on easy financial
terms. The changing type of management from the one-
man or one-family ownership, as well as newer concepts
of labor management relatinns, are primarily responsible
for this reversal of policy.4
The semi-detached house was favored over the single
house by the companies because of its more economic con-
struction, maintenance, and heating. An additional ad-
vantage peculiar to Canadian communities of remote areas
is that it takes less land per dwelling unit than the
detached house. The rough terrain often makes build-
able land none too plentiful.
The employees, however, would prefer the detached
house where there is not the problem of sleeping in one
unit while the occupants of the other unit make noise.
This is particularly acute when the occupants on each
side work different shifts at the mine. This causes the
company concern, since they are more interested in keeping
4Ibid., p. 121.
the employee than merely collecting the rent.5 When the
company decides to sell the houses, another disadvantage
appears. The two f amily unit is hard to sell. This may
not be so true with French Canadians, since "ownership
of property is to the French Canadian, an income-produc-
ing investment rather than a way of coming by the luxury
of being alone under his own roof in the right neighbor-
hood."6
House ownership by the emplbyee tends to provide a
more stabile working force than any company rental policy.
The employee living in a company owned house is unencumber-
ed with a mortgage and can leave the company and the town
at will should a better opportunity present itself. The
employee, building or paying for a house, is tied to the
community by his equity in the property and is not as
free to accept other opportunities elsewhere. TJiis fact
makes the property owner more prone to make the community
.a better place to live by a more active support of com-
munity activities. However, ownership in this sense can
be a disadvantage to the employee since the opportunity
of selling a house is rather limited. The knowledge
that the employee cannot sell the house when and if he
desires might cause him to not locate in the community,
but seek employment elsewhere. The company must then
6Evere hpp. 91-9g
6Everett Oherrington Hughes, ps t pp,17.-17.
offset this ownership-disadvantage to the employee by
making ownership attractive..
To many, the opportunity to buy a house and put
down roots in a community is a goal to be fulfilled..
This is a goal the company wants to encourage as it
assures an experienced labor force. To make ownerhsip
attractive and econonically possible for the employee,,
the company will usually set up some plan to assist
hiin financially, charging it to the cost of acquiring
a- stabile labor force..
Another reason for selling the houses instead of
renting them is the predominance of traditionally low
rents in single enterprise communities, that are way
out of proportion to the cost of maintaining and
amortizing the dwelling unit., The low rents cannot be
raised in these older communities, since the people
would feel the company is exploiting them because of
their captive housing market., The result is adverse
employer-employee relationships.. A further disadvan-
tage of the company renting houses is that the renting
employee tends to depend on the company for everything
connected with the house from mowing the lawn fo: fixing
the roof and cleaning the yard.
Usually the rent is paid by deducting it from the
employee's paycheck.. By not physically paying rent,. his
responsibility to the community is further dissipated
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by a general lack of initiative stemming from looking
to the company as "the benevolent landlord." In ad-
dition to the dangers of payroll deduction, favoritism
of certain employees and a poor system of allocating
units creates disharmony in labor-management relations.
In a new community where low rents have not become
an institution, it may be possible to fix a more real-
istic rate. If company owned, rental housing is to be
built, a realistic policy toward administering and
managing them must be developed.
Housing Management Plans
At Schefferville, the function of housing management
should be separated from the direct administration of the
Iron Ore Company. A limited dividend company should be
set up by the Iron Ore Company to manage the rental units
and handle the sale of company owned housing. To further
separate housing administration from the Iron Ore Company,
the -limited dividend housing company should be gradually
turned over to the town. To accomplish this, the hous-
ing company could transfer stock issues to the town as
partial payment in lieu of tax payment, or give it di-
rectly to the town when the company has amortized its
initial construction costs.
The limited dividend housing company is eligible
for housing loans from the Central Mortgage and Housing
Corporation under sections 11 and 16 of the National
Housing Act of 1954.7 Loans made to company employees
and other workers can then be made by the housing
company cutting transaction time to a minimum and
assuring uniform procedure.
Company employees and other workers can finance
a home by securing a loan from the housing company
under section 7 of the National Housing Act at 90 per
cent of the lending value of the house at 5 per cent
interest and secured by a first mortgage. A contractor
can only get a loan of 70 to 80 percent of the lending
value. This loan, through the housing company, would
be available to all persons and is for a period up to
30 years. A person buying a $14,000 house would need
a down payment under this plan of 10 per cent or $1,400.
Not many employees or other workers will have the cash
required for the down payment and even if they did,
would be reluctant to invest it in such a remote area,
without some assurance of getting it back when they
wanted it.
The employee can get a loan on a house of 90 per
cent of the lending value from the limited dividend com-
pany, which would be an approved lender under the defini-
tion of the housing act. The Iron Ore Company, through
72-3 Elizabeth, Chapter 24, loc.cit.
the limited dividend housing company, will lend the
employee up to $2,0008 at 1 percent interest secured by
a second mortgage for the same period as the first
mortgage. The total of the two loans should not ex-
ceed 98 percent of the lending value of the house. The
downpayment insures that the employee has some financial
responsibility involved. On a $14,000 house, the down-
payment would amount to only 2 percent, or $280, and
monthly payments of $76.05. This second provision
should be available to persons other than company em-
ployees, subject to the companyts approval, such as
school teachers, doctors, the town manager'and other
key persons including other service workers.
The company subsidizes the single employee $55
per month during the six months mining season for room
and board.9 This subsidy shouldalso apply to the
married employee either as a lower rent or to the
mortgage payment. This amounts to a total of $330 per
year, or $27.50 per month. Table 8 shows a typical
plan for financing a $14,000 house by a company employee.
If the sale of houses lags, even with such liberal
terms, the housing company should guarantee to repurchase
8This is the arrangement the Iron Ore Company of
Canada. now uses -in helping employees finance houses at
Seven Islands, Quebec.
This is an assumption by the authors, The figure
approximates the actual subsidization.
TABLE 8
PROPOSED ASSISTANCE PLAN FOR HOUSING
Typical Housing Unit:
Approved Price
Downpayment (minimum required
2% of approved price)
Balance to pay on approved price
Approved First Mortgage
(approximately 85% of
approved price)
Approved Second Mortgage
(Figure listed is maximum the
Iron Ore Company will advance
in the form of second Mortgage).
414t, 000.00
280.00
$13,720.00
11,720.00
2,000.00
Monthly Charges:
First Mortgage (to amortize princi-
ple in 25 years at 5% interest,
11,720 @ 5.816 per 1000)
Second Mortgage (to amortize the
principle in 10 years at 1% inter-
est, $2000 @ $7.75 per 1000)
Total Financing Charges
Less monthly housing subsidy
contributed by Iron Ore Company
per unit
Net Monthly Payment by burchaser
exclusive of taxes and insurance
$ 60.80
27.50
any house within ten years of the sale in the event the
owner should decide to leave town. This repurchase plan
should be subject to a fixed rate of depreciation, pro-
vided the house is in good repair, and that the owner is
not in default of taxes .or payments on mortgage or other
charges on the title of the house.
The repurchase plan would give the owner an amount
equal to the approved price or value of the house less;
depreciation, any amount due under the mortgages against
the title, and the cost of any repairs to the property
other than those due to reasonable wear and tear.
To protect the companyts investment and eliminate
speculation, a provision should be written into the deed
giving the housing company first option to repurchase
the house in the event the owner decides to sell it.
Another possible method which might be used to en-
able employees to own their houses is by means of a
housing cooperative association formed within a housing
group or several groups. The memberts evidence of own-
ership consists of a stock certificate which indicates
the amount of his investment and entitles him to lease
the unit from the association which has the legal owner-
ship and receive an amount of money equal to the fixed
par value of paid up shares. This withdrawal would have
to be governed by certain rules to keep the association
financially solvent. This plan would allow changing
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units as the family. grows, without a change of house
ownership and does not tie the employee to a large
equity quite as much as individual ownership.
A plan to enable lower income employees to own a
house or to permit a smaller loan, is for the worker
to invest a "sweat equity" into his house. Under this
plan a person desiring a house goes to the housing com-
pany to choose a site, and to determine the type of
house he wants and the amount of "sweat equity" he wants
to invest. The contractorts position in the construction
under the "sweat equity" plan could vary from merely
staking out the house to finishing the exterior. The
individual with perhaps the help of neighbors, finishes
the house. The house, of course, must meet the loan
standards and town regulations. Under this plan a per-
son could acquire a $10,000 house for about $6,000 by
contributing approximately 70 percent of the labor. The
same loan procedure would be applicable to this plan as
in the first plan.
if the employee is not sure whether or not he wants
to buy, or does not have the down payment, he may pay
rent until the total rent paid equals the down payment
on the house, or pay rent up to two years, and have it
apply as a down payment on the house.
The administration of rental housing and the method
of setting the rental rate should be equitable so that
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persons in the same type of units pay the same rent. The
policy for alloting the rental units, and if housing is
short, the units for sale also, should be on a nonfavor-
itism basis and should be based on housing need, company
longevity, size of family, etc. Each dwelling unit
should be rated in units10 according to its particular
advantages, and the rent should be charged 6n the basis
of a cumulative number of units at so much money per
unit of rating.
In the initial stage about one half of the dwelling
units built should be rental units and be the first ones
constructed. Their occupants should be given the first
opportunity to purchase the unit when they are put up
for sale.
The units constructed for sale must be within the
workerht; price range in order for them to buy. This
will mean, in the case of the lower income workers, that
to own a house will involve some plan for investing a
"sweat equity" by the owner doing part of the work himself.
10 This rating system could assign points to a house
on the basi's of its advantages, viz-a viz, the highest
number of points for the best neighborhood, best siting,
best architectural design, exterior and interior ma-
terials, floor space, number of rooms, equipment sup-
plied to the house, and other factors in the housets
favor. A rating sheet containing the classification
of assessable factors and maximum points possible can
then be made for each housing unit.
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Rents and monthly payments should not be collected by
means of deductions from the company payroll, but
should be collected by the housing company direct from
the tenant. The dormitory housing for single employees
should also be maintained and managed by the limited
dividend housing company.
Special Problems of Single Enterprise Town Government
The problems of whether or not to incorporate a min-
ing village is no longer left to the discretion of the
developing company in the Province of Quebec. ~It is
within the designated authority of the Lieutenant Gover-
nor in Council, whenever he deems it advisable for the
development of a mining center, to declare by proper
notice, any territory into a town municipality. After
a date fixed for the purpose, the town becomes incorpo-
rated.11  The act further provides that the municipal
council of a town incorporated under this act shall con-
sist of a mayor and four aldermen, and form a single
ward. The first council is appointed by the Lt. Gover-
nor and all members must be Canadian citizens. The term
of office is for five years and vacancies are filled by
the Lt. Governor in Council. This term may be extended
"The Quebec Mining Act", Chapter 24, Section 4,
Statutes of the Province of Quebec, January 1953.
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for one year by the Lieutenant Governor. The first
municipal elections are held for the second council.
The purpose of this act is to get the town on its
feet and functioning in an efficient manner as soon as
possible. This appointed administration is to see the
town through the critical early stages. This early
period is a crucial one for establishing proper relation-
ships between the town and the company, which are so
important, since the company is the principle employer
and tax payer. The act provides the device for bridg-
ing the gap between company control and democratic
local government. The council thus appointed has all
the powers regularly delegated to a municipal council
under Canadian law.,
In these first years it is important that this
appointed council act in the interest of the town even
though the company may be too adequately represented
on the council.- The members of the council will in all
probability, be company employees of one level or an-
other and recommended by the company to the Lieutenant
Governor, who will probably appoint them. If the com-
pany is to achieve the character of the community they
want, i.e., to make the employees feel it is their per-
manent home, then they must bend over backwards to let
the employees run it. Even in letting the employees run
the town, the company wields a lot of influence
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over them and, if it so desired, could almost dictate
town government policy. This is not, however, in the
best interests of either the company or the town. When
certain decisions of the town council are adverse to
company policies, the company certainly should be heard
but should let the council decide the issue in the best
interest of the town, abide by the decision, and not
coerce the council. The management may perhaps feel
that the particular decision is not in the best interest
of the town, but in the long run the company and the
town will benefit by this kind of hands off attitude
toward local government.
It is also to the townts advantage to consider
very objectively proposals made by the company. The com-
pany should be discreet in making such proposals, and it
is better that a member of the community present them as
such, rather than the company doing so. This will have
the effect that the members of the community are con-
tributing to their town and own best interest even though
the initial idea came from the company management.
In the early stages of community development, the
company would not pay taxes on their property, but make
cash gifts to the town for specific improvements. This
is a matter of expediency in establishing the town in
good order. The cost to the company would be much more
than would be paid out in taxes, but is necessary since the
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capital expenditures would be far in excess of what the
town could afford. This is a part of the initial capital
cost of developing the iron ore deposits. It is there-
fore justifiable under this expense. Initially, the
money is not paid to the town, but used to construct
roads, utilities, and housing, which, except for housing,
are turned over to the town as a gift. After the town
has been in operation for a year or so, during which
time operating expenses have been paid for by the com-
pany, a tax policy must be worked out between the com-
pany and the town in order for the town to become self-
sufficient in meeting its operating budget, and to pro-
vide a base on which to plan future capital expenditures.
the initial municipal fund of the town comes from the
sale or lease of lands situated within the limits of
the town, incorporated under the Quebec Mining Act. The
goals of the company in developing this town should be
made public knowledge so that misunderstandings and un-
just criticism be kept to a minimum, and maximum coopera-
tion will be obtained from the citizens in running commu-.
nity affairs.
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Educational Problems of Sdhefferville
When a man pays his school tax in the Province of
Quebec, he must declare his religion.. This is because
the parochial schools as- well as the public schools are
supported by the state.. Catholic students usually at-
tend the parochial school and Protestants usually attend
the public school., School taxes are distributed to each
school on the basis of the proportion of Protestant or
Catholic students. In a community with a very high per-
centage of Catholic French Canadians, an equal range of
facilities does not seem possible under the tax ap--
portionment method used, and the public school is likely
to become-very neglected.. To further complicate the
educational problems, public schools are taught in Eng-
lish,;and the Catholic or parochial schools use French.
This dual school system provides a very marke~ethnic-
segregation of French Canadian from all others,, includ-
ing English Catholics. This ethnic segregation of schools
carries over into the social life of the community1 3
causing the minority group to become relatively iso-
lated.. Such a-social organization is intolerable in
a& community already isolated from the rest of Canada
where the minority group does not have the opportunity
13Everett Cherrington Hughes, op. cit.., Chapter X1
and XII, p., 106-121..
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to associate with similar people of nearby towns. A
real effort must be made to integrate these ethnic
groups. A single school system is the first step in
providing this integration. Unless this ethnic barrier
can be penetrated at least -at the town level, there
will very .likely be a turnover of the highly skilled
labor, which the Protestant minority group usually re-
present.
To integrate- the school system calls for an organi-
zation of school functions ektremely flexible in size
and location. A factor that will put further emphasis
on flexibility is the possibility of a rapid change in
school population and character, which could happen in
the short period of two or three years in a mining com-
munity such as Schefferville.
The integration of school systems does not neces-
sarily mean eliminating the bi-lingual curricula, but
does give equal educational opportunity to all students
regardless of ethnic group. It further, and most im-
portant, provides the basis for more integrated social
opportunities and organization so necessary in the iso-
lated, frontier town.
The necessity of supporting two separate school
systems, each with identical facilities, is an unreason-
able economic burden for the town to assume, and the
education derived from such a system will not reflect
the amount of money spent for it.
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A possible solution to the problems of flexibility,
economy, and social integration of the school system, is
to construct a school community with all schools except
kindergarten, first, and second grades located on one
site. This is the "schools within a school" idea, and
is composed of a series of basic educational units to
provide the flexibility that-is required of a relatively
unpredictable school population and the autonomy of the
French and English curricula. The basic educational
unit may be composed of its own faculty of four to eight
teachers that are fully responsible for the general
education and guidance of 100 or 200 boys and girls at
a particular grade level. A particular grade level may
have several basic educational units depending on the
number of students at that level. The French curriculum
may be taught in perhaps three such units and the Eng-
lish in one, depending on the proportion of French speak-
ing and English speaking students. -4 The administration
of the school- system will be jointly French and English,
but each curriculum will have its own administration.
The basic educational unit teaching a French curriculum
may have a parochial influence, while the English cur-
riculum may have strictly a public school cast to it.
French should be a required subject in the English
speaking curriculum, and English required in the French
curriculum.
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As the proportion of students shifts, the basic
educational unit can be shifted in composition to meet
the demand without having to worry about whether or
not the school is in the proper location and possibly
without additional construction. The units may 'be
organized in clusters about the common facilities, such
as is shown in fig. 4.. The common use of common fa-
cilities such as shops, play areas, and auditoria,
eliminate the need for duplicating them except as ca-
pacity numbers require. The common use of facilities
provide the social integration within the school
system necessary to prevent the ethnic isolation pre.
valent in so many French Canadian towns where the
school systems are entirely separate.
The basic educational units composed of the young-
er children in the elementary grades three to six will
not use as many of the common facilities as the units
composed bf the older groups, and some facilities will
need to be duplicated because of capacity use of others.
The primary reason for including the younger age units
is to maintain the classroom flexibility and social in-
tegration.
In centralizing the schools into one area, the use
of the school and facilities as a neighborhood center
and recreation area is partially eliminated. The
children on the fringe of the community must travel
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AND THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY
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further to school. The standard usually used in the
United States 6f one-half mile maximum distance from
the elementary school to the fringe of the area served
does not seem particularly applicable in this com-
munity for several reasons. In an isolated community
such as this it is important to concentrate as much
activity as possible, eliminating the feeling of
aloneness usually felt by not being able to go to a
metropolitan area or nearby town when a person so
desires. The maximum distances usually associated
with large city schools do not seem to be so important
because of much lighter traffic and the adventure of
walking to school. The adverse climate will eliminate
walking much of the year and require some sort of bus
transportation anyway, and it is no more trouble to
drive a mile than it is one-half mile. The town will
probably never become really large to the point of in-
creasing the home to school distance to three or more
miles. The school being near the town center gives the
mother a chance to take her kids to school, and then
do her shopping in the same trip. The bus system offers
the alternate method of traveling to and from school.
This bus system should be completely subsidized by the
town.
The basic educational units for the younger
children of pre-school, first, and second grades will
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be located in the neighborhood. These units require
only a large common room between four or five class-
rooms. The pre-school children will only attend half
day and need not be separated by language group. The
only requirement.here is that the teacher speak both
languages. Language separation will begin with the
first grade. The flexibility of classroom space is
not as important at this level and therefore does not
have much relationship to the larger school community.
The location of the first and second grades in this
lesser complex provides the transition from the in-
formal pre-school to the more formal stage of education
and will give the neighborhood school a more assured
attendance than the pre-school by itself. The in-
clusion of the first and second grades also allows a
large enough facility to provide a neighborhood play-
ground. This location in the neighborhood allows the
children to walk to school.
Tables 9 and 10 show the school population of
various age groups and of a typical neighborhood.
It is necessary in the educational system of
Schefferville to provide adult educational opportunities
in conjunction with a recreational center. This program
might use certain special school facilities such as the
shops, eliminating further duplication of facilities.
Adult education will of necessity, need to be conducted
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TABLE 9
ESTIMATED SCHOOL POPULATION BY STAGES
Age Group
25% in
Pre-school
6-13
100% in
School
14-17
82% in
School
18-24
16.5% in
School
921 230 692 652 173 142 178
1562 390 1307 1307
2131 528 2158 2158
3126 781 3211 3211
395 324
662 546
1141 936
327
569 94
972 160
TABLE 9a
ESTIMATED SCHOOL POPULATION BY TYPE OF SCHOOL*
Pre-school
230
390
528
781
Elementary
School
652
1307
2158
3211
High School1
170
378
640
1132
* Based on study of population characteristics for
Baie Comeau, Quebec whose population seems to closely re-
semble that anticipated for Schefferville.
**It is not possible to estimate the proportion of these
who might attend school in an area like Montreal during the
last few years of school.
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Stage
II
II
IYv
28
Stage
I
II
III
IYV
TABLE
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF CHILDREN ATTENDING PRE-SCHOOL,
FIRST, AND SECOND GRADES FROM TYPICAL NEIGHBORHOOD
Pre-School
.5
First Grade
63
Second Grade
62
Total
180
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during the daytime as well as night. Such a program of
adult -education would need to serve those employees work-
ing the night shift and off during the day. The use of
school facilities during the day for these purposes will
require careful scheduling.
This school community of the "'schools within a
school" offers the advantage of flexibility to meet the
growing or shrinking facility needs of a particular grade
level or between the French and English curricula. It
has the further advantage of integrating the ethnic
groups, yet maintaining the school autonomy of them,
which might be insisted upon in the early stage of com-
munity development. It also provides a more economical
use of facilities, stretching the school dollar to make
available a wider variety in the curricula. The zoning
of different levels of children maintains the advantage
of small group instruction yet providing the variety of
facilities and instruction available only to larger en-
rollments.
A modification of the school community plan is to
separate it into two major units, :the high school group
at one site and the elementary group at another. This
system has the advantage of putting the school closer to
the home and a better separation of age groups. It lacks
some of the flexibility, so necessary in Schefferville,
that the centralized plan has, particularly in dealing
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with the bi-lingual curricula in the early stages of the
town..
Toa determine which system to use would require a more
detailed study and analysis of the school problems. In
making recommendations regarding the school system, the
central school community is assumed to have the most
advantages and is recommended to the town. However,
area for the segregatioh of the school system will be
provided since school policy is in the end made by the
local school officials.-
The Church in Schefferville
The establishment of the church in the early phases
of Schefferville is important not only for the spiritual
and moral needs of the community but in order to achieve
a basis for stabilizing community social organization,.,
and providing general community leadership.. When many
new employees and families are moving into a new com-
munity, there is a great deal of confusion, misunderstand--
ing,: homesickness, and general disorganization. In the
past, the job of organiziiig: and integrating the community
was entirely done by the company.. The results of this
method were not too happy.
In addition to their spiritual function, the churches
and their congregations do a limited job of integration,
such as organizing youth groups, social, and recreational-
groups and activities.. Most important in this regard
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is the churches' role in providing impetus to organizing
the multiplicity of women's groups. The company could
do some part of the organizing as far as athletics is con-
cerned, but this is only a small portion in reality, and
better left to the people to form their own organizations.
The early presence of the church in new communities
is a reassuring one., Even if one does not know his neigh-
bors, here is a familiar organization with its clergymen
to whom personal problems may be brought and discussed.,
The church too may be dependent on the company for
its partial support, at least until the congregations
are large enough to be self-sustaining., For the Catholic-
Church, this may be a short period, but for the multi.-
plicity of Protestant denominations a self--sustaining
size may never be reached. In this event, it will be
necessary that the same church building may have to be
shared by the several denominations, all supporting its
pastor.. Before churches can be erected, services will
very likely have to be conducted in the recreation or
other similar hall. As the permanent population con-
tinues to grow, the demand for facilities other than the
recreation hall will increase. The impetus for the con-
struction of the buildings should come from the congre-
gations who must finance the building at least in part
themselves. It is not a wise policy for the company to
present the congregation with a completed building since
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the fruit of the struggle will have been lost. Discreet
help bo the project does not fail seems the desirable
course to follow. This sort of policy will keep the
group attitude toward self-sufficiency in all endeavors.
Recreation Needs of the Single Enterprise Community
Recreation in the single enterprise community is
usually a highly organized and highly participated in
activity. There are a number of reasons for this con-
spicuous form of leisure time activity in the frontier
town.
One reason may be that the inhabitants moved from
another community where the local bowling alley was
taken for granted, but in the new community no such fa-
cility exists. An organization of interested citizens
forms and becomes a recreational activity in itself.
The participation in such an organization may stem from
inhabitants moving from other areas and finding them-
selves next door neighbors to strangers. Having no
friendships in town on which to form social relation-
ships, the most convenient means of making social con-
tact is to form groups centered on common interests in
a particular sport, hobby, or other leisure time activity.
In the older, more settled, areas, many of the
leisure time activities take place within the fanily
circle, a fraternal organization, or the church. In
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the single enterprise town these institutions do not
usually serve as the major focal point for recreational
activities in the beginning. The friendship group
formed for participation in a common particular sport,
hobby, or from the same department at the company is
more apt to be the impetus to group action than the
traditional institutions. Most single enterprise
towns are very new and the institutions traditionally
responsible for organizing leisure time activities have
not yet developed to the point of providing group lead-
ership. The early attitude may be expressed in the
statement, "I like this town because there are no
cliques.n15^ This attitude may be only temporary and
break down as the community gets older. The social
atmosphere may later become stratified along the lines
of the company hierarchical structure of top manage-
ment, supervisors, clerks and salaried staff, and the
hourly-rated employees.
The relative youthfulness of the population in
the new frontier community may be another aspect of the
unusual amount of active recreational participation.
The predominance of young married couples and single
men will demand active sports. This stress of active
15Institute of Local Government, op.cit., p. 165.
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sports is further increased because the older folks are
scarce at least in the early years.
Perhaps the most important reason of all for the
high degree of recreational activity in single enter.
prise communities is that the company considers such
leisure time activity necessary in order to have con-
tented employees. They therefore encourage, and often
times initiate and subsidize it.
The need for leisure time activities in an isolated
frontier community such as Schefferville is obvious, and
this need should be met by the citizens themselves in so
far as this is possible. The compantr s part in providing
for these activities and facilitiesshould consist of
moral support and a pledge of funds to stimulate employee
initiative in building a community center. Such a pledge
of funds might consist of matching the contribution of
the citizens or merely a stipulated amount. It might con-
sist of no money at all, but the loan of some equipment
to help build the community center. The company will in-
evitably be asked for some sort of help and it is proper
that they should give some. The degree that this is
done depends upon the initiative of the citizens in help~
ing themselves and should be no more. The complete gift
of .a community center is almost as bad as no facility at
all. The employees will take the attitude that the com-
pany will provide everything they need, and more and more
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monetary demands will be made.
To provide a community center that will embody the
proper facilities for the whole town and to reduce
wasted effort and overlapping jurisdictions, a central
recreational organization should be formed. This organ-
ization should have the responsibility of coordinating
the use of facilities and equipment by smaller com-
ponent groups, such as a sports club, ski club, camera
club, theatrical group, soft ball league, yacht club,
golf club, etc. Each member of all the smaller groups
would pay yearly dues that go to the maintenance of the
community center. To finance the capital expenditure
necessary for such a facility, some source of revenue
must be tapped. In the existing town of. Schefferville,
the Quebec Labrador Pioneers Association has been formed.
This is the central recreational group. They have the
only bee2; franchise in town and within 250 miles, for
that matter, and are paying for their community center
from the profits on the sale of beer. A similar organ-
ization at Baie Comeau, another single enterprise town,
built a fabulous commnnity center from such proceeds.
Since the quantity of beer consumed is in astronomical
figures, the profits are a very lucrative source of
revenue and their use for community facilities is wor.thy
indeed.
The overall recreational authority, democratically
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elected by the employees themselves, seems like a useful
method of overcoming the let-the-company-do-it attitude.
This recreational organization will be comprised of a
cross-section of the whole town, since its membership
would not be confined to any economic, denominational,
national, or other similar grouping of people. No
doubt many potential community leaders will be found
on its executive board. This larger recreational organ-
ization should be incorporated to limit financial lia-
bility, and there need be no reluctance to participate
from a danger of being held personally liable in event
of some default of the community association.
To encourage membership in the co-ordinating organ-
ization, membership cards can be issued to paid-up
members that entitle the holder to certain privileges,
such as reduced rates at the bowling alley and curling
rink, or a 10 percent discount in the admission to a
hockey game, and use of community recreation associ-
ation owned play equipment. The centralized association
provides means of purchasing equipment that no one group
could afford and then loan out. In the event the lesser
organization disbands, the equipment reverts to the
parent organization for continued use by others.
The complete range of leisure time activity must,
of course, embody more than these more active forms.
Such organizations as the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Girl
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Guides, bridge clubs, war veterans, adult education, etc.,
are important in this picture, in addition to extra-
curricular school activities that may also be formed.
The severe climate and the isolation will probably
cause recreation in Schefferville to be highly organized
in many forms. In addition to the activities listed,
there are a few others that should be mentioned. The
large number of lakes provide ample areas for boating
and fishing. The many slopes provide several potential
ski runs only-a short distance from the town center.
An aspect of recreation not usually associated with
the organized activity previously discussed is the need
to provide recreation for the single male who comes to
Schefferville after two or -three months in the bush
for a week of rest and relaxation. The facilities of
the recreation center should be available to them, but
they probably would rather spend most of th6ir time
drinking and playing poker or other similar activity.
The facilities provided for this sort of recreation
are described in a later chapter.
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CHAPTER V
THE PLANNING PROGRAM
Town Government
The town mayor and council will be appointed by
the Lieutenant Governor in Council of the Province of
Quebec in the initial phase of development. The se-
lection of these persons must be done carefully, and
the town administration must be so organized that
maximum efficienby of municipal services at all stages
can be obtained. It will be the responsibility of the
first council to set the example for the continuing
efficiency of the various municipal departments. In
the first phase of development, many municipal services
will not require the full time attention of one person.
The rest of his time may be occupied by employment
with the mining company or with several other municipal
duties that would provide full time employment. As the
town progresses into later stages of development, the
municipal duties of a single individual become more
specialized and departmentalized. The basic adminis-
trative framework should prevail from the beginning so
that the later stages of development will require only
a broadening of a department rather than a complete re-
organization. Figure 5 is a recommended administrative
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framework that may use either a-mayor or manager or both.-
The Quebec Mining Act specifically specifies that a
mayor will be appointed and later elected,-but says
nothing about the employment of a town manager. If the
mayor's job is going to be part time, there is a defi-
nite need for a full time manager to take care of the day--
to-day details. The town manager could provide this con-
tinuity necessary. The budget that is worked out will
determine the extent of the administrative services.
The Incorporated Area
An important problem requiring controls is the poss-
ibility of a fringe area shacktown springing up- just out-
side the developed area.. Such a slum area would require
the use of town facilities without an apparent means of
helping to pay for them as well as presenting an unsight-
ly appearance., Under the Quebec Mining Act,. the terri-
tory incorporated by the town may not exceed twenty-five
square miles.. The town should not only incorporate the
full twenty-five square miles but be very selective of the
area, and include areas that would probably develop a
shacktown if no controls were in effect., Figure 6 shows
the area that should be incorporated and subject to all
ordinances.
1Quebec Mining Act, op.. cit.1, Section 1.,
An Integrated Health and Medical Program
The provision of adequate health and medical fa--
cilities in any community is-important, but in the
isolated community they are doubly important, as there
is no neighboring community to depend on for such fa-
cilities. The integrated medical program is one of
prevention as well as cure.. Such a program includes
the task of educating the populace about health needs
and practices,. It also includes frequent checkups so
that any disease or other malfunctionimay be diagnosed
in its early stages or prevented altogether. In sett-
ing up- the program, cooperation must be secured from
the company,: the town officials, and the support of
the people..
The coordinator of health and medical service
might be the chairman or ex-officio member of the
hospital board and the health member of the Department
of Health
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and Safety. The coordination of health education will
be through the schools, the adult education program of
the recreation association, and a mine safety program.
The frequent checkup will be handled by the school
clinic, the out patient clinic, the mine clinic, and
private practice of physicians. Treatment will be by
the hospital, out patient clinic, school clinic, pri-
vate practice, and the mine clinic. In addition to a
private practice,- physicians can be utilized during
regular periods at various clinics. The convalescence
period occurs in the hospital and in the home. Many
cases that go to a hospital might well remain at home
if there were some way of caring for these people. The
integrated medical program will provide a system for
taking care of patients at home. Education for environ-
mental health is a part of this integrated program and
supplimented by a social environment program in the
school system. The organization of the integrated
health and medical program is shown in fig. 7.
In addition to Schefferville, the medical facilities
will probably serve a large area of the Eastern Canadian
Arctic and Subarctic, and consequently should have a
slightly higher capacity standard than comparable facili-
ties in urban areas of the United States and Canada.
Housing
The physical design of housing is discussed in this
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chapter rather than the succeeding chapter on physical
design, since an explanation of the housing is needed to
understand-the discussion of its development.
The dwelling units at Schefferville will generally
be built on posts that are anchored into the rock by
dowels. This foundation type is preferred over the con-
ventional foundation wall and footing because of the
extreme expense- of placing foundations in land where
there is a great deal of rock ledge and where the frost
line is 8 to 10 feet deep. Space beneath buildings on
"stilts" is often objectionable and difficult to handle.
Such space can be used by raising the building a full
floor above the ground and hanging a screened porch1
and cold storage area below, additional valuable space
can be obtained at small cost. Storm windows could be
placed on the porch during the cold months and it would
serve as an entry and a place to keep heavy outer gar-
ments and boots.
The living area of most dwelling units will then
be one floor above grade. This has several advantages.
It allows a greater percentage of the intermittant sun-
shine to penetrate into the house, and allows entry to
1 Screened porches are considered necessary if any
outdoor living is to be done in the warm months be-
cause of the quantity and ferociousness of biting in-
sects.
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the living area from outside through the floor. This
makes use of the principal of air stratefication, re-
sulting in lower heat loss from the building (See
Appendix B)., In addition, raising the house will more
likely provide a view, and more important, it will make
the dwelling unit a more snug, private space to which
members of the family can withdraw from the active
social life planned for the community..
Undoubtedly some housing will have to be close to
the ground for the convenience of families having infirm
members who cannot climb stairs. These units might all
be rented and be made available to these families first.
The house is the structure for the asic social
unit;, the family is especially strong in the French
Canadian culture. The home should have private space
for each member of the family to "get away" from the
rest of the family. This is possible when the number of
children is two or three, but where the number of child-
ren approaches ten, dormitory space provided for each
sex is more economically realistic. There should also
be space for the family to do things collectively.. Spa-ce,
is important since so much time must be spent in the dwel-
ling throughout the year. Ideally, housing standards
established by the Public Health Administration
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Service2 are considered minimum, even though these
standards meet luxury house requirements in the temper-
ate zone. The standards follow:
Single Person 400 SF
Two Family 750 SF
Three 1000 SF
Four 1150 SF
Five 1400 SF
Six 1550 SF
Housing in Schefferville will consist of three
general arrangements to give the inhabitants as wide a
choice as possible and still meet the conditions and
requirements of family needs, climate and topography.
Type "A"t housing will be heterogeneous, both as to the
type of housing and f£amily make-up. The majority of the
housing here will be owner occupied. Type "B" housing
will also have a heterogeneous famili composition, but
the house types will be limited to apartments and
attached housing. A greater proportion of this housing
will be rented. Type 'C"; will be almost completely made
up of families with children living in owner occupied
detached dwelling units.
2American Public Health Association Committee on the
Hygiene of Housing, "Planning the Home for Occupancy."
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Tables 11 and 12 show the break-down of building
types by the size of families for Stage I of develop-
ment. As families move to the town, the percentage of
each building type may have to be modified according to
the demand. The scheduling of building types must
certainly be reconsidered, and probably modified in the
later stages of the town development.
Type "A" Housing
Type "A" housing is designed for the land sloping
from .5% to 15% to the southwest. It allows fairly tight
spacing of houses and still permits the penetratinns of
the low rays of the winter sun deeply into the houses.
The net density for this house type, including corridors,
is. seven families per acre. The site plan for Type "A"
housing is shown in Appendix A., The detached,3 semi-
detached and attached housing and apartments will be
owned or rented by the occupant. The houses are arranged
in groups of 18-24. units connected by an enclosed cor-
ridor. A series of house groups, interconnected by en-
closed corridors will form the neighborhood. The neighbor-
hood consists of 13-15 housing groups, the size necessary
to support the two or three educational units required
3Detached, in the sense used here, means the unit
does not join another unit directly. The corridor con-
nections are thought of as a public street.
TABLE 11
SCHEDULE OF HOUSING BY BUILDING TYPES AND NUMBER OF BEDROOMS
STAGE I
Building Type
Apts. Two or
three stories
Houses attached
Seni-detached
Houses detached
Dormitory -
Single people
Per
Cent
16.5
25.75
20*75
37.0
No.oof
Dwelling
Units 1 BR
181
260
209
360
241
1 BR 2 BR Total BR
2 BR 3 BR BR 2 Dorms 2 Dorms & Dorms
60 121
126
302
684
632
136 30 25 1174
144
50 100
40 120
241
NO
TABLE 12
HOUSING ACCOMODATION IN REIATION TO FAMILY SIZE5
STAGE I
Per Cent
of Total
16.1
16.3
No. of
Dwelling
Units
120
121
1 BR 2 BR Total BR
1 BR 2 BR 3 BR4B 2Dorms 2 Dorms & Dorms
60 6o
121
61
182
Composition
241 Fam.with-
out children
50% Apts.
50% Houses
243 Fam.with
one child
25% Apts.
75% Houses
525 Fam.with
2-10 children
With 2 children
It 3 it
"i 4 "
" 6
'! 7
'! 8
'' 9 ''
61
95
180
242
122
87 451
211
66 70
81
43 15
10
2
2
1
7
7
6
3
1
633
478
324
245
58
30
18
7
'10 1 1 4
Total 1010 60 337 364 194 30 25 2792
211
136
81
65
17
8
5
2
37.1
'.0
TABLE 12 - Continued
fwd. Total 1010 60 337 364 194 30 25 2792
31.5 482 Single em-
ployees
50% Lodgers
50% Housed in
worker s dorms 2441
.00% 1492 3033
5The percent of house types is based on estimates for Kitimat. (Mayer and
Whittlesey, architects and engineers, "Kitimat Master Plan Report for the Aluminum
Company of Canada," Part II of three parts, June, 1953) and modified by population
estimates for Schefferville.
to take care of the pre-school, first, and second grade
needs of the occupants.
The entrance to the dwelling units is from-the en-
closed corridor through the screened porch. The cor-
ridors are publicly owned and maintained, and serve as
a distribution system for the utilities that will be
located beneath the corridor floor. The utilities are
kept from freezing by the steam line from a central
heating unit of plant. Common facilities, such as a
laundry room with automatic washers and dryers, a play-
room for the children which can serve as a meeting room
and a cooperative nursery or baby sitting area, are
located within the enclosed court formed by the corridors
in each housing group. A garage with workshop space at
one end, and a bus stop waiting area are near the street.
The corridor serves as an access to the street and
allows children an enclosed space for wheeled toys. The
corridor forms 'the housing group and links the groups
together. Each housing group forms the nucleous for a
neighborhood organization though^ does not dictate its
form or limits. The linking of housing groups together
allows the resident a choice of becoming well acquainted
4A central heating system will be utilized. Whether
or not there is a unit for each group or neighborhood, or
whether there is one plant for the whole town depends on
a cost analysis of the various systems which is beyond
the scope of this study.
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in his own house group, the several adjacent ones, or
both. The absence of the street allows the space it
formerly occupied to be organized into the housing
groups allowing a higher gross density and lower net
density than would otherwise be possible.
The corridors are not meant for traveling from one
end of the neighborhood to the other, though this could
be done by a round about route. The corridors are mainly
to allow social interaction between adjoining housing
groups so no one of them will become an isolated unit.
This system of corridors allows the housewife to be
neighborly even during the long winter with its short
daylight hours and long nights. The common laundry fa-
cilities add another place for social interaction among
neighbors. Outside the neighborhood, the resident
associates with other people at the recreation center,
shopping area, or schools and churches. Encouraging
people to associate with each other by organizing ele-
ments of activity to cross frequently will go a long way
toward overcoming the factor of isolation that weighs so
heavily on the region. This is important in making the
community a real home.
The attempt to achieve a densely built up residential
area without going to heavy construction or becoming
monotonous was of primary design consideration. The
scale of building materials is kept to simple wood
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construction so that families could build or help build
their own home. Prefabricated, "do-it-yourself-kits"
could be used.
The decision to use pitched roofs was prompted by
the search for a more interesting silhouette above the
flat hills and against the sky. The pitched roof is a
more conventional roof type and a symbol for the home
in southern Quebec, and will be more acceptable by the
French Canadian worker. It also has a quality of pro-
tectiveness, and can provide more spacious interiors.
Type "B" housing is designed for land that is
nearly flat. This is land where Type "A". housing would
not be too successful. The net density in Type "B"
housing is eleven families per acre. The site plan for
Type "B" housing is shown in Appendix A.
The apartments and attached housing units are
arranged with similar facilities and organization as
Type "A" housing. The change in house type is prompted
chiefiy by the land, but it is also felt that a differ-
ent and stronger building form is needed to contrast
with Type "A" housing. This will give a greater variety
to the street scene.
Type "C" housing has been a compromise toward the
conventional, completely detached house. While they
will not have the adirantages of the corridor connected
units, the upper income groups will probably insist up-
on this type of housing. The houses will be arranged
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in groups to give some advantages of neighborliness.
This housing differentiation will inevitably create
a class distinction between the higher income manage-
ment and the medium and low income groups.
Housing Development
"To insure that the housing groups develop accord-
ing to plan, certain regulations must be incorporated
into ordinances. The layout of housing group locations
will be done by the planning commission and entered on
an official map. When a particular housing group is to
be developed, the developer will plot the individual
lots in consultation with the town,'s planning con-
sultant and the planning board, which must approve the
plot. The lot layout will be based on minimum lot
sizes for the different types of buildings, such as
row houses, apartments, single and double units. The
building type will be fixed by a choice of several
ratios specifying the percentage of different building
types in any given housing group.
If a contractor or other person wishes to build
in the town, they must purchase the land from the town
and conform to the town ordinances. There should be a
restricting clause written into the deed requiring the
purchaser to build on the land within a specified period
of about six months, to prevent holding back development
of the town in certain areas. These contractors may
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also acquire loans from the limited dividend housing
company, An employee buying his house from these
builders would have the same loan plan opportunities
as buying from the housing company. These contractors
should be encouraged to build since the company will
have to make up the difference in the additional hous-
ing needed. Some of the requirements necessary for
proper development are as follows,
1. In areas selected for Type "A". housing, the
building types allowable in any particular housing
group will be fixed by a choice of a maximum of 50%
of units in row housing, 75% in semidetached, 90% in
detached, or any combination not exceeding the maximum
number of units for any given building type and pro-
vided that minimum lot sizes for the type of building
are adhered to.
2. A row house must contain a minimum of 2,400
square feet of land per dwelling unit; an apartment
house must contain a minimum of 1,000 square feet of
land per dwelling unit; a semidetached house must con-
tain a minimum of 2,400 square feet of land area per
dwelling unit; and a detached house must contain a mini-
mum of 5,400 square feet per dwelling unit.
3. The maximum floor area ratio for residential
buildings is 0.5 not including the screened porch be-.
neath the living quarters as a floor. All living areas
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must be designed and oriented to receive a minimum of
one hour of sunlight on the 21st of December assuming
the floor of the living area at eight feet above the
corridor floor level. See fig. JB..
4j. A dwelling unit may be placed against the
side lot line provided there are no windows in that
facade. If a window or other opening occurs, the
building must be set back from the lot line a mini-
mum of ten feet. On the side of the housing group
where the adjacent lot is on the shaded side, the
dwelling must either be centered in the lot or if not
centered, the building height may not exceed a height
that would shade the adjacent unit on the 21st of
December, above eight feet, if the shaded unit were
built within ten feet of the lot line. Any unit built
next to the side lot line must make provision for a
party wall. A building may not be against the rear of
the lot line and may not interfere with the fire lane
easement which must be provided. All areas must be
built on above the corridor level except units on the
south side which may be built at the same level as the
corridor.
In addition to these requirements, there will need
to be some regulations governing the attachment of the
units to the public corridor.
The housing company will provide the additional
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facilities in each housing group such as the laundry
area, nursery space, garage, and workshop. The mainte.
nance of these facilities will be paid for by the
laundry machines or cooperative effort of each housing
group by arrangement with the housing company. Only a
small part of the expense of the corridors will be
borne by the dwelling unit, the rest provided as a
subsidy by the company. The maintenance of the cor-
ridors will be by the Department of Public Works, who
may hire various people in adjacent housing groups to
do janitorial services on a part time basis. No person
will be hired to maintain his own housing group.
'1 4
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tloot,
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CHAPTER VI
LAND USE AND THE PHYSICAL DESIGN
Site Selection
The first problem in the use of the land is to find
a site. The most important factors considered in the se-
lection of the town site are listed below,
1. The climate--Wind direction, direction of worst
storms, snow drifting, the amount of sunshine falling on
the area, and other microclimatic phenomena must be con-
sidered.
2. The topography--Land sloping generally to the
south is important to capture sunlight. The land must
also be buildable (i.e., well drained and with a fair
amount of overburden, if possible). Deep lakes for
adequate water supply and disposal of treated sewage
must be available, and a variety of views are desirable.
3. The accessability--Space for a landing strip,
airport facilities and a lake which can accommodate float
planes in the proximity of the town site, closeness to
the main railroad line, and a central location to the
ore fields to lessen commuting distance are all necessary.
4. The relationship to ore bodies--Visual sepa-
ration must exist between the townsite and mining areas.
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The town and its surround must be on land which has a
proven lack of valuable minerals, thus insuring no
future attempt of a company mining operation within
view of the town.
5. The town expansion potential--The site should
have no topographic features which might limit expansion
beyond the projected ultimate town size, nor should
there be any danger in growth forcing the town into a
mining area.
The site the Iron Ore Company has selected is
approximately 80 acres in area, bounded on the north
and south by lakes, on the east by an airstrip, and on
the west by a light industrial area. The site has very
limited expansion possibilities. In addition, low grade
iron ore can be found within 1,000 feet of the town site
and it is quite plentiful throughout all the land slop-
ing up to the west from the site. This seemed an un-
healthy condition in the event that it becomes economi-
cally feasible to process this ore. The mining operation
would be virtually at the town s doorstep. A further
consideration was that the flat land prevailing on this
site does not provide a good site for exposure to the
sun or an interesting and varied view. For these reasons,
a different townsite had to be selected.
The areas considered for possible site locations
were limited to a five mile radius centered at the
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beginning of the existing spur line leading from the
main railroad line to the company chosen townsite.
This assumed that the company located the railhead
where it did because of its central location to the
ore bodies, and since all ore bodies would eventually
be worked, the town should be located in this central
position also. This minimizes commuting distance from
the -town to the various ore fields and makes mine ad-
ministration easier from offices located at 'the town
center.
Five possible townsites within this area were chosen
initially, (see fig. 9) and the Squaw Lake site was
finally selected. This site has well drained land slop-
ing to the southwest. It also has area for expansion
beyond that needed for the projected ultimate town size.
The water supply seems excellent. This site enables
town orientation to be sympathetic with the prevailing
winds which come from the northwest and southeast, and
carry the worst storms. It is, however, exposed to
those storms coming with the prevailing west wind, The
limited amount of overburden on the site presents a
problem in using the more conventional foundation types,
but special design considerations can overcome this
difficulty.
The site is approximately four miles from the pre-
sent mine operation, but lies at the center of the ore
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bodies.. The nearest ore-bearing earth is over two miles
distant and the rail spur needs to be no longer than the
one now serving the existing town.. Suitable level land
is available nearby for the location of the landing field.,
Figure lO0 and table 13 show an analysis of the Squaw:
Lake site in terms of buildable land forms..
Land Use Patterns
The land use patterns in Schefferville were designed
to concentrate as much activity as possible at the com-
munity focal point, the town center, and to create a pat--
tern of circulation that will have some significance in
terms of social amenities.. These patterns consist of the:
town center, service center, institutional areas, resi-
dential area, local centers within the residential areas,,
and the "undeveloped incorporated land..
The residential areas occupy the southwest slope of
the ridge between Squaw Lake and John Lake making it
possible for all units to be oriented to the intermit-
tant sunshine, and overlooking the town center. The in-
stitutional area is at the bottom of the slope situated
on the east and south sides of a small lake. In this
area are located the school community and the hospital
and clinic.. On the west side of the lake and within
easy walking distance of the institutional area is loc-
ated the town center. Within this center are the offices of
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TABLE 13
TERRAIN ANALYSIS TABLE
Area General
No. Location
1 Grid 5E
6E
5E
4E
5 4D,9
5F
6 lE,
3E
7 4G,9
6F,
7F
F
2E,
Main Topo Character
Rocky plateau, definite struc-
tural formation. Few trees.
Rock structure glaciated.
Sloping ground 50t in 2501. Sm.
area of gravel near bottom slope.
Shelf downslope to west from
area 1. Solid bed rock below.
Gravel above toward south is
hard soured rock.
Further on, slope from 4 steep.
Slope at N covered with trees.
100t in 2501.
Flat, 25t-301 above lakes, wooded.
Sm gravel deposits throughout
area mixed with good soil. Low
hills toward W extreme of area.
Series of heavily scoured rock
ridge slopes to pot hole lakes
at center. Sm creeks to pot holes
toward west, (lake side more vege-
tation).
Prospective
Drainage
Good drainage
from high pt.
to NW and SE.
Well
Good
Well drained.
Sm Dothole
Lakes toward S.
Drainage
appears
good.
Good, except
near pot holes
might be flood
area,
8 7D, 7E,
7F, 6F
9 2C, 2B
3C, 3B
10 1CD, 2BC,
3B0, 4c
11 AB
12 5 AB
13 2B
Heavily wooded slopes from E(ridge)
toward lake, stream boundry between
seven and eight.
Swamp, probably muskeg 4[-10t deep
drains to Pearch Lake.
Similar to area 5, small rolling
ridges. Pot holes throughout area.
Large plateau - rocky. Series of
sm.gullies leading down slope of
Plateau, fertile soil in gullies.
Swamp, probably muskeg.
Similar to area 5.
Fair
.1'.
TABLE 13 - Continued
Area General Apparent Overhurden
No. Location Quality and Depth
1 Grid 5E
6E
2 5E
3 4E
4 4E
5 4D,
5F
6 lE,
3E
7 4G,
6F,
7F
F
2E,
G,.
8 7D, 7E,
7F, 6F
9 20, 2B
30, 3B
10 1CD, 2BC,
3BC, 4C
Thin 6"-2.51 thick
near trees.-
31 overburden -
generally red rock
below
Small amount of
gravel
8-10 in spots
some bare areas
covered with gravel,
151-20t - No evi-
dence of glacier mark
Natural
Vegetation
Few trees, moss
cover
Gross est.;:
area
140
Sparse trees, small
brush
Sparse vegetation
few small trees
Trees more plenti
ful, bare spots of
gravel between.
Quite wooded.
s.
Sm growth at pot
holes considerable
growth near lake
4t-51 with bedrock
below. Good soil
along stream bed
rock to east
19.6
18.1
99.5
472
4L24
530
216
142.7
At mid slope in ridge
gravel clay combined
(81-10t) at top of
bridge-gravel (thin)
597
Plateau govered thin
gravel, area at
center of plateau
with pockets of 0.B.
Tall trees growing
in pockets. Sparce
veg.over whole area
thicker growth along
gullies
12 5 AB 103.5
13 2B
11 AB 116
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the town government, the Iron Ore Company, and miscel-
laneous offices; a church, the hotel, a theater, shop.
ping area, and extending to the west, a recreation
center.
To the south of the town center is the seririce
center and the rail head. Located here are utilities
such as fuel supply, heating plant, water plant, and
electrical substation, in addition to the industrial
features of the area. Each of these areas must be ex-
pandable, yet must seem complete at a given stage of
development. The land on the north side of the town
center, and that to the west and south of the service
center is for expansion. These areas of expansion will
not leave any seeminely blank spots between the first
and fourth stages of development. Mary To Lake and the
small lake in the center of town will serve as recre-
ational lakes. Knob Lake, about one iile to the south-
west of the town center will serve airplanes equipped
with floats and the adjacent 5,ooo feet runway, the
other types of aircraft. The approach zone to this air-
strip extends to the northwest and southeast paralleling
the valley over undeveloped land. A cemetery will be
located along the west side of John Lake.
Across the ridge to the southwest of Knob Lake is
the Silver Lake rail yards serving as a train makeup
area for the Iron Ore Company. The Iron Ore Companyts
lL4
equipment repair shops may be located in the vicinity
of the yards or within the service center depending on
the transportation difficulties involved with certain
pieces of large equipment.
Table 14 shows the areas of the various land uses
within the developed area.
Circulation and Transportation
The circulation pattern begins in the residential
area. The corridor system connecting the dwelling units
together forms the basic and very local circulation net-
work* Within the corridor a person may visit any person
in his own neighborhood, walk to the local center con-
taining small convenience shops, early school, a church
site and probably a fire station. He may also walk to
the bus stop, garage, and workshop past the laundry and
common room. At the bus stop, the conventional street
system begins.
The main pattern of streets in the residential area
conforms with the grain of the land. This is also
parallel with the direction of predominant prevailing
winds (NW, SE) which will help keep the roads clear of
snow. Dead end streets are avoided to lessen snow plow-
ing difficulties.
In addition to the roads running with the ridge,
there is a ring road and a central road for circulation
between the residential, the town center, or the mine
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TABLE 14
ILAND USE AREAS AT STAGE I AND IV
Land Use
Town Center
Service Center
Local Centers
Residential Areas
Type "A"
Type "tBt"
Type " C"
Dormitory
Institutional Areas
Schools
Hospital
Other
Recreational Areas
Streets
Totals
Area in Acres Area in Acres
at Stage I at Stage IV
20.0
32.5
5.3
191.1
133.0
39.5
10.0
8.6
98.8
66.1
6.4
26.3
57.0
56.0
460.7
20.0
55.0
17.3
477.2
334.7
101.6
32.3
8.6
114.7
82.0
6.4
26.3
57.0
125.7
866.2
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areas. The road system is designed to seem complete at
any given stage of development. All traffic to the
mines is funneled past the town center and service center.
While there will not be an excessive number of auto-
mobiles, we have assumed one per each four families.
This is in line with the experience that planners at
Kitimat had with automobilies even though no highways
connect it to the outside. The street and garaging
facilities are expandable to meet any large increases
of automobile ownership in Schefferville.
It is felt that a bus system that is completely
subsidized might hold the number of cars down. With
frequent bus service that is anticipated, the local trans-
portation system should function efficiently. By stag-
gering the starting times of the schools and the mine
shifts, a reasonably even loading 6Cfothe system will be
possible.
Circulation within the town center is all pedestrian.
The area immediately adjacent to the town center will be
accessible to pedestrians from the town center, as well
as to vehicles. Parking, store servicing, and bus ser-
vice will be on a lower level. A package pickup service
will be provided for the convenience of the shopper.
The school community is located a short distance
from the town center relating the recreation center to
the school for mutual use of facilities.
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Transportation to southern Canada is by means of
rail to Seven Islands, and by boat from there, or by
air from the Schefferville airport. The railroad
station is located in the service center.
Also in the service center are those activities that
require rail access. Warehouses for storage of goods to
be distributed through the shops in the town center and
the neighborhood centers will be located near the rail
spur. Goods will be shipped to the shops as needed.
Cargo which is to be distributed to various towns,
military installations and camp sites throughout north-
eastern Canada will arrive at Schefferville by either
train or land plane. This cargo would then be trans-
ferred to light float planes, land planes, or snow
tractor trains, and carried to its destination. Ware-
houses for storing this material will be located near
the rail spur and near the airport.
The Town Center and Service Center
Most of the shopping and business transactions will
occur in the town center. The degree of activity that
goes on here will have a great deal to do with eliminat-
ing the factor of isolation. The range of shopping and
other services must be relatively complete at all stages
of development.
In determining the requirements of the town center,
the aim was to concentrate facilities to make what little
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activity there is in this vast region seem significant
to the residents of this isolated frontier town. The
activities were divided into two groups; those of a
pedestrian nature, such as most shopping, recreation
center, government and other offices, hospital, church,
theater, restaurant, etc., to form the town center; and
those that require a heavier transportation form, such as
warehouses, auto sales and service, company equipment
maintenance shops, material storage areas, railroad
station, and other similar facilities, which make up
the service center. Here also will be the "bush center,i
a secondary commercial entertainment area consisting of
a second class hotel, and a couple or bars and restaurants.
Table 15 shows a schedule of activities that might exist
in either of the centers.
The town center as shown in Appendix A illustrates
the stage development of the center. Most of the fa.
cilities will go into the first stage and others added
as they can be supported by the population. Tables 16
through 18 list space requirements of the different
town center activities. They were assumed to be needed
after a superficial inspection and after examining
standards as used at Kitimat. To determine the exact
nature of their size and composition will require ad-
ditional research and study beyond the scope of this
thesis.
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TABLE 15
SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES THAT MIGHT GO INTO THE TOWN CEN-
TER AND SERVICE CENTER
Town Center
Appliance Store and Repair
Baby Shop
Bakery
Bank
Barber Shop
Beauty Shop
Book Store
Candy StoreChurch
Department Store
Drug Store
Furniture Store
Gift Shop
Hardware Store
Hobby Shop-
Hospital
Clinic
Dentist
Doctor's Office.
Optometrist
Movie Theatre
Music Store
Offices
Federal Government
Housing and Utilities
Iron Ore Company
Miscellaneous:
Professionals
Realtor
Town Government
Union
Photographer and Camera Shop
Postoffice, Branch
Recreation Center
Restaurant
Service Station
Shoe Store
Shoe Repair
Supermarket
T.V. and Radio Studio
Service Center
Auto Sales and Service.
Bakery
Bars
Construction Materials
Contractor Equipment
Storage
Fire Station
Food Warehouse
Furniture Warehouse
General Warehouse
Hotel
I.- O._ C'. Maintenance
Shops
Laundry, Dry Cleaning
Plant
Newspaper and Print
Shop-
Panel Assembly Plant
Police Station
Postoffice, Main
Public Works:
Railroad Station
T..V.. Station
Local Center
Barber Shop-
Beauty Shop
Church
Delicatessen
Drug Store
School
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TABLE 16
COMMERCIAL FLOOR SPACE BY DEVELOPMENT STAGES*
Store
Sq.ft./person
Food
3.5
Variety,
Store Store
1.75 1000
7800 4450
13300 7617
16950 9796
22800 13000.
Auto Parts
and Sales
2.30
Apparel
2.00
8900
15234
19592
26000
Store
Stage I
4450
Stage II
7617
Stage III
9796
Stage IV
13000
Sq.f t./person
Drugs
2000
3425
4410
5850
Eating &
Drinking
3120
5330
6350
9100
.70
Other
Retail
3780
6460
8320
11200
.85
Total
61200
104583
133714
178950
13.75
Services
(Personal
Included)
44480
24750
31800
42200
3.25
*Larry Smith and Company, commerdial Aspects of Kitimat, a duplicated report
prepared for the Aluminum Company of Canada. Reported by Szumi K. & Bored on a
report by commercial consultants for Kitimat, B.C., which compared floor area in
sq. ft. per person.
11100
19000
24500
32500
I
II
Stage
4450
Stage
7617
Stage
9796
Stage
13000
III
15600
26600
34000
45500
IV
Hard-
ware
1.00
7617
9796
13000
H
H
Sq.Ft.
Total
75680
75600
129333
129400
165514
166600
221150
223000
1T40
TABLE 17
FLOOR SPACE REQUIREMENTS OF GOVERNIENT
FUNCTIONS, STAGES I AND IV
Civic Center*
City Hall
Housing Management Office
National Government Bldgs.
Post Office
Public Safety
Public Works
Housing Maintenance
Stage I
2260 s.f.
2530 s.f.
3000 s.f.
1000 s.f.
8790
4900 s.f.
12200 s.f.
12000 s.f.
Stage IV
3400 s.f.
3800 s.f.
4500 s.f.
1500 s.f.
13200
7400 s.f.
18400 s.f. 84900 ) land) area re-
18000 s.f. 26000 ) quired
*Based on Kitimat Report.
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. TABLE 18
Stage
I
Indoor
RECREATION* SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Prob able.
Area in
Town Center sq. ft. Neighborhood Center
Recreation Center 30,000 Each neighborhood will
Clubhouse 5,000 have the early school
Gym 10,000 building of four to six
Curling 10,000 classrooms and a play
Bowling 5,000 shed.
Boathouse 10,000
Outdoor Skating park
Boating
Games, fields
Formal outdoor play
area, paved approx.
6000 sq.ft. plus ad-
ditional inf ormal
play space.
House Groups
Related to each group
of 20-30 houses should
be an all-purpose room
for a nursery, club
room, political meet-
ings, cards, etc. There
should also be a wood
working shop_
Formal outdoor space
for sun children plus
unplanned space for
play.
II Hockey 50,000
Indoor Swimming pool 10,000
Outdoor Golf course
Tennis courts
III Curling 10,L800
Indoor Bowling 5,000
Club rooms 3,000
Outdoor Additional game space
IV Additional space as needed
Indoor in above facilities plus a
Outdoor ski area and lodge a few
miles from town.
*Recreation facilities estimates are based on plan for new building to be erected
at existing townsite of Schefferville and recommendations make "Single Enterprise Com-
munities in Canada."
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The major design objectives for the town center were
to provide a variety of activities and experiences
centered around a festive market place, and still allow
the center to grow by stages with the town, and seem com-
plete at any given stage of development.
Circulation throughout the town center is pedestrian
and takes place in enclosed "streets." A square grid
pattern of pedestrian streets was established to aid
individual orientation within the complex, and to pre-
sent a system for orderly expansion of facilities. The
market place is the focus of the town center. People
entering by car or bus alight from their vehicles be-
neath the markets and ramp up to the main shopping level,
passing through the shop area as they go to various
activities. The other town center facilities are pur-
posely grouped around the shop areas to encourage circu-
lation through the market to 'stimulate activity there.
The parking area is then enclosed, heated to about 280 F.
and will not have to be plowed. Space is provided for
600-700 cars at Stage IV development. Should additional
parking be required, space is available to the north.
The market buildings are designed to grow bay by
bay as space is needed. The central space in which
vertical circulation from below takes place would first
be built and the building would "grow" around this core.
The interior market space would be divided into a square
grid pattern within which movable partitions could be
set up to define shop areas. Each shopkeeper could then
obtain exactly the area he needed. Every block of stores
would have service access from below. Package delivery
areas could be located beneath the stores.
At the northeast corner, the civic center and com-
munication functions, such as radio and TV, are grouped
together so that in the first stage they can share the
use of the theater. The Federal Government offices, post
office, museum and library, town government offices, and
radio and TV studios, and a theater are in this area.
These buildings enclose a rock and lichen garden.
On the southeast corner the town hotel and special
office space, including a bank, are located. There is
an enclosed corridor leading from this area to a church
which opens out onto a paved square.< There is a restau-
rant off the pedestrian street on the west side of the
square.
Additional office space (a probable location of
Iron Ore Company offices) has been placed on the south-
west corner of the development. A second movie theater
has been placed here also. North of this building there
is a court with a restaurant sitting in a small inlet
from Mary Jo Lake. The recreation center and ice pa-
vilion are situated north of this court.
It is very important that a wide range of shops be
available in the initial stages of development and if it
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is necessary, the. company should agree to subsidize the
store rent for a certain period of time to attract shops
and make it economical to operate a necessary marginal
type sAore. The provision of adequate shopping facilities
is one of the more important elements in overcoming the
isolation of such a remote area.
Further expansion of the town center could be made
by extending either north or south. There is more free
land to the north.
The land on which the town center is located will
be owned by the town. The buildings will be owned by
the housing company and shops and. offices leased to
individuals according to their needs. The housing com-
pany will then pay to the town a sum in lieu of taxes
for the lease of the land scaled according to the value
of the buildings.
The hospital has been separated from the main town
center complex and set in a less active area. The area
is not completely devoid of activity, however. Beside
the view to the lake, there would be a view of traffic
on the road just to the south and to the school play
area. The hospital must be accessible from the resi-
dential areas, the town center, the mine site, and the
airport.
The service center is located adjacent to the town
center and it extends towards the airport along the road
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to the mining operation. The main focus for towms people
within the service center is the plaza near the rail-
road station. The station is grouped with the sales-
rooms selling heavy merchandise such as automobiles, ap-
pliances, etc., and these buildings form this pedestrian
plaza. Warehouses and factories are located to the west
of the station.
A main attraction to the service center will very
likely be the "bush center." The "bush center," so called
because it serves men coming out of the bush after two or
three months prospecting, or like activity, is located
in the service center as sort of a transition from the
bush country to the more civilized community life. Here
there will be a couple of bars or nightclubs, a second-
class hotel, and a restaurant or two. The prospectors
and bush pilots who come in without having shaved or
bathed for a month or changed underwear for a couple of
weeks, will have an area where they can drink themselves
under the table if they desire and not feel out of place,
as they might in the more orderly town center. After
the hell-raising is out of their systems and they feel
like availing themselves of the more restrained forms
of civilization, they might switch from the second-class
hotel to the hotel at the town center. The "bush center"
will also add some variety to the recreational possibili-
ties of the town, and could be a place to go for a
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Saturday night out.
The town will own the land the 'service center is
on also. The owner of a business established there will
either build or arrange with the housing company to have
his facility built. The return on the leased land will
be the form of taxes paid to the town. The cost of the
lease will be scaled according to the value of the build-
ing and equipment.
The reasons for the management system, as described
for the town and service centers, are to restrict
marginal competition, make an attractive retail area,
provide for development flexibility, and to escape
exhorbitant redevelopment costs for land at some future
date.
The Ndighborhood
The neighborhood at Schefferville, consists of
approximately 250 dwelling units in which reside about
1,000 people. This size is chosen on the basis of the
number of pupils necessary for the neighborhood school,
(see table 10 in Chapter IV). Two neighborhoods of this
size could support a small local shopping facility
located between the two neighborhoods.
The residential areas are divided into several
Type "A" housing neighborhoods, a few Type "?B" neighbor-
hoods, and one Type "C" neighborhood. In Type "A" and
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"B" neighborhoods, the dwelling units are connected by
a corridor as described in the section on housing. These
corridors eliminate the need of interior streets and are
connected to the street pattern at the bus stop and
garage complex. Each neighborhood forms a large super-
block about 2,800 feet long and 600 feet wide and con-
taining approximately 36 acres of net residential land.1
A small shopping facility is located-between two
neighborhoods on a boundary street and as near the center
of them as possible. Within the small shopping center
small convenience stores are found, such as a drugstore,
delicatessen, and a beauty shop-barber shop. There is
a site for a church, and a fire station will also be
included in some of these centers. Near the center of
each neighborhood is the neighborhood school and its play-
ground.
Regularly scheduled delivery service to the bus
stop of each housing group might be offered by the con-
venience stores in the local center once a day. This
would tend to create more passive contacts between the
neighbors as they congregated to wait for the convenience
truck service.
The corridor enclosed space in each housing group
is publicly owned unless the housing group decides to
1Net residential land includes the corridors- and
open space bounded by them within the housing group.
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STREET AND UTILITY SECTIONS
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purchase it cooperatively, and can be used as play
space for smaller children as most of this space can
be observed from the dwelling unit on the second level.
Some of this space could be used for a lichen and rock
garden or other form of subarctic landscaping.
The housing groups are so arranged that a fire
truck could get to any of the units, except in the
winter when this will not always be possible because
of drifted snow. Adequate fire protection will re-
quire a hose and pipe stand at various strategic points
throughout the neighborhoods. Snow mobils might also
be used for fire fighting to move apparatus through
deep snow.
Utilities and Services
The topography dictates the utility distribution
system as it does the street pattern. Figure K11lshows
how pockets of earth exist in depressionsrrunning with
the grain of the rock ridge. It is our intention to
build roads and utilities in these earth pockets where
it is possible. Less than six feet of overburden is
needed since there is no attempt td place the utilities
below the ten foot frost line. Instead, water and
sewage mains, electrical distribution service, telephone
service and a high, pressure hot water heating main (if
central heating is used) will be placed in a properly
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compartmented, concrete box. The cap of this box might
serve as a walk way beside the street. Heat loss from
the heating main will prevent the water and sewage lines
from freezing. If the system does break down, the
utilities are easily made available by merely lifting
up a portion of the sidewalk.
Utility distribution is partially responsible for
the decision to use enclosed corridors connecting the
living units. The utilities running from the streets
to the housing, across the grain of the rock, are carried
in these corridors (fig. 13). This saves the expense
of blasting the rock ledge and eliminates the need of
the concrete utilidor.
The i4ater supply comes from John Lake with Dolly
Lake held as a reserve. The chlorination and pumping
station is located in the service center south of the
town center. The sewage treatment plant is located on
a neck of land protruding into Squaw Lake north of the
town center. The effluent from the plant will be dis-.
charged into Squaw Lake. An alternate scheme which
might be considered in the final analysis is to have
individual sewage treatment plants for each house unit
or house group from which water is recirculated. This
will save the cost of sewage lines and treatment plants,
but individual units are costly and a servicing problem
might be created.
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The electric power source for the whole area, as well
as the townsite is the Menihek Dam, located approximately
fifty. miles southeast of the townsite. The dam has an
initial installed capacity of 12,000 H.P., expandable to
214.,000 H.P. With additional construction another 50,000
H.P. can be attained. High tension lines transmit the
power to the town. The electric sub-station will be in
the service center.
The prospects for a central heating system or
systems seem good. They may be at the house group level,
the neighborhood level, or at the town level. A cost
analysis would be the deciding factor. A high pressure
hot water system used comonly in northern military in-
stallations migitbe used.
The garbage collection system would require sepa-
ration of trash and garbage. The trash will be inciner-
ated in facilities located in the service center.. The
sanitary fill method of garbage disposal will be used.
A site west of John Lake and south of the town has been
chosen for this operation. The chance of any odors
which might arise from this garbage dump, drifting over
the town is minimized by this site location. Overburden
stripped from the mine pits will be used to supplement
any shortage of earth at the dump site.
Garbage and trash will be collected by truck from
pickup points located in the garage areas of the Type "A"
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and Type 1B" housing. Occupants will be responsible
for transporting the refuse from their own homes to the
pickup areas.
The cost of utilities is often not figured by the
company as part of the cost of housing, but an expense
of developing the iron ore deposits, and in the case of
the Iron Ore Company at Seven Islands, was a cash con-
tribution toward getting things underway.
Stage Development
The prime mission of the town is the successful
extraction of iron ore, and the town exists to service
the company and its employees. The various stages of
town development are closely related to iron ore pro-
duction since this is the factor that will cause the
large growth of population. In a sense it is very
difficult to make a clear definition of a particular
stage of development, since company activities are grow-
ing simultaneously, at different rates, and at different
intervals. For the sake of being able to program in
advance the needs of the town at a given level of iron
ore production, stages are assigned to tonnage output,
and the population necessary to achieve this output
estimated. To define exactly what activities and fa-
cilities are needed in a given stage is difficult and
any such list would probably be an assumption of fact,
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There are, however, methods of predicting population re-
quired to support certain shopping facilities. Such a
detailed study is beyond the scope of this thesis. It
is necessary to have a general idea of the amount of
space that is needed for the town center and the other
land uses in order to provide enough room for expansion.
These expansions will occur gradually as the population
can support it. Certain activities that are necessary
to the character of development will not be economically
feasible. These will need to be subsidized to round out
the range of facilities.
The stage development of residential areas is more
readily programmed since the housing needs of added
population is of a more tangible nature. Still it is
necessary to know the character of the added population
so that a more reasonable preparation can be made. The
development of the town by stages is shown in the drawings
in Appendix A. Table 19 gives stages of development re-
lated to population and iron ore output.
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TABLE 19
STAGE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOWN SHOWING POPULATION
RELATED TO IRON ORE PRODUCTION
Year of Estimat-
ed Production
1955-56-
1960
19651
1975
Annual Long
Tons of Iron
Ore Produc-
tion
12,000,000
15,000,000
20,000,000
25,000,000
Estimated
Population
4400
5500
7600
9800
Stage of
Development
II
II
III
30,000,000 13000 IV
P,..
.4I: S ~ Y
I
I
f)
a
.0 1
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CHAPTER VII
RECOMMENDATIONS, EVALUATION, AND SUIMARY
The following list of recommendations are obser-
vations that we have made in the course of this thesis
and from the survey of single enterprise communities1
by the Institute of Local Government at Queents Uni-
versity, Kingston, Ontario. Most of these recommen-
dations pertain directly to the problem at hand, and
to apply them to another situation will require further
investigation to prove their validity.
Siting
1. The site chosen should be large enough in area
to allow expansion beyond the estimates of population.
2. The topography should be such that the town
and dwelling units can be oriented to take best ad-
vantage of the climate and particularly the sun. There
should be enough soil for the major portion of the
utilities to be underground, adequate water supply, and
sewerage disposal conditions available.
3. Where possible several industries locating in
the same area should cooperate in laying out the town
1lInstitute of Local Government, op.cit., Chapter XVI,
pp . 251-265.
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to provide better services at a smaller cost to each.
With no company dominating the community, better com-
pany-employee relations result.
4. The townsite should be out of sight of the
mine so that the town will not assume the character
suggested by the strip mining operation.
5. A view of the town center from the residential
area-is desirable to give a feeling of activity in this
isolated area.
Planning
6. The incorporated area should extend well be-
yond the developed area to prevent temporary buildings
and a shacktown from developing.
7. The culture and background of the prospective
occupants of the town should be carefully analyzed be-
fore design details are set.
8. The development of the town plan and various
land uses should be programmed by stages of develop-
ment to incorporate a desired expansion of services
and facilities, and so the town will seem complete at
any given stage.
9. A critical evaluation of the form the town
plan takes should be made with the idea that activity
might be concentrated to be more significant in the
isolated regions.
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Administration
10. The town should be incorporated, and through
intermediate steps such as provided in the Quebec Min-
ing Act, become democratically run,
11. The company should not use undue influence or
coerce the town council in its decisions.
12. A complete administrative framework should be
set up at the beginning.
13. A realistic tax policy should be negotiated
with the company to provide a base on which to plan
future capital improvements and become self-sufficient.
Housing Policies
14.. The functions of landlord and employer should
be separated.
15. The company should ease out of the housing
business as soon as it can.
16. Home ownership should be encouraged to give
community responsibility and give people roots in the
town.
17. Rental of company housing should be based on
an equitable system of allocating units and fixing rents.
18. Rents should not be collected by means of pay-
roll deductions.
19. Family housing should be available to all in.
come levels.
20. Housing plans should be modest enough that
the occupant could do most of the work himself.
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Housing
21. Spacious planning is important in the Sub-
arctic and should include private spaces for each
member of the family. There should be careful analy-
sis of the dayts' activities to insure space for every-
thing.
22. People should be encouraged to establish
roots in the town becoming permanent citizens, rather
than transients. Helping to build a part of the town
will help this. A pre-fab panel building system,
packed as "do-it-yourself" kits will enable people to
construct their own buildings at lower cost.
23. The density should be somewhat higher for
detached housing than in temperate areas to create
more activity and chances for more contacts.
The Town Center
21.. Privately owned and operated shops should
be encouraged from the beginning. Early introduction
of competition in important commodities should be
attempted.
25. Buildings serving certain functions as shops
or schools or recreation facilities might bb grouped
together into one building or area. This is valuable
for shopping as the person will not have to repeatedly
put on and take off outer garments.
26. A new form of "downtown" should be assessed
by economic, social, and visual analysis as related to
the Subarctic climate.
27. As wide a range of shops as possible should be
encouraged.
Recreation
28. Companies should encourage and support recre-
ational activities, but leave the formation of a recre-
ation organization to the employees.
29. Excellent recreational facilities are im-
portant to isolated towns and employees should be en-
couraged to finance construction of recreational fa-
cilities with only limited help from the company.
30. A community recreation association should be
formed to coordinate general recreational activities
and should be democratically run.
31. An area should be available for the recre-
ational needs of prospectors and other people who have
just come out of the bush after three or four months.
Community Institutions
32. Church leaders should be encouraged to visit
the new town during its early stages of development.
33. Good schools governed by an elected school
board of local citizens are essential.
34. The school facilities should be utilized in
conjunction with an adult education program,
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Public Works, Utilities and Services
35. The ownership of company constructed utilities
should be transferred to the municipality to own and
operate.
36. The newspaper or other information outlet
should not be company owned.
Evaluation and Summary
The planning and design of Schefferville as pre-
sented in this thesis is only a first approach to the
problem. The solutions to the problems of severe
climate, isolation, and the single enterprise economy
are the framework for the design. Every element that
goes into the town is affected in some way by one of
these problems. Our approach to the problem and how
we have solved it depend on the assumptions made con-
cerning it. While we feel we have accomplished much by
our solution, we are not convinced that our approach is
entirely valid. There are no examples to our knowledge
of a community such as might exist as we have visualized
it, nor do we have any basis for assuming the French
Canadians or the company will accept such a solution. We
are convinced, however, that the conventional solution of
housing and town planning in temperate climates will not
solve the problems in the Subarctic, and that new town
forms must be found that will create this town
operationally as well as physically.
An assumption that we have made is that the pro-
spective occupants will accept this form of community
living, in reality we are not sure. We have concluded
that this problem must be approached by incorporating
as many traditional symbols as possible and frankly
admitting the solution is experimental, thus to create
the proper frame of mind for the potential resident,.
Experimental by the fact, these people are not used to
the floor-door entrance, corridor walkways, and lack of
interior streets.
We are of the opinion that no town can be so com-
pletely designed at its beginning stage, as we have in-
dicated. The reason for our so complete indication is
to attempt to develop a texture, the character which a
subarctic town might take on. The buildings suggested
for the various areas of town are purely symbols and the
perspectives are subjective pictures to help suggest
this character. These symbols and pictures must be in-.
vestigated further to prove their workability. A start-
ing point had to be chosen and this thesis contains our
choices for that beginning.
There is much social research that must be done to
point the way for the designer and planner in Arctic and
Subarctic town planning. In our discussion of community
problems and company policy, we have made some sociological
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assumptions that in actuality need further study. While
we felt the choice of fifteen to twenty units was the
optimum house group size for close neighborhood associ-
ations, we are sure that some additional study is warrant-
ed to determine what is the best arrangement of X number
of housing units that will provide neighborly associations
to overcome isolation, and how the relation of the houses
to the corridor will affect the patterns of communication
within the house group and the neighborhood.
The design of the housing and the neighborhood is
based on this assumption of housing group size. The
form was determined by what we felt were the best arrange-
ments to solve the problem of climate, topography, and
the social interrelationship of the occupants.
The physical layout of the town is based on our
concept of concentrating activities so that the small
amount of activity relative to the whole region would
seem significant in this particular area, and therefore
overcome the factor of isolation.
The interrelationship of each element functionally
and visually, is an important factor and must be further
evaluated. This evaluation needs to determine the proper
shopping facilities to be programmed and the form that
the town center and related functions will take. The pro-
gramming of development must be such that the town will
seem complete at any given stage.
In- the chapter on the e.conomy much is assumed.. lh
formation on the economic prospects- for industry other
than iron ore is very sketchy and sometimes, not obtain-
able,, and plans concerning other new towns in the region
have not been published to our knowledge..
The estimate of the population must be taken for
exactly-what it is,, an estimate. While it is useful
and probably reliable at the beginning, it becomes less:
reliable as the assumptions increase., Its use is in-
tended to put some perspective of the future before the?
Iron Ore: Company so that by fore sifit many problems can
be. avoided.
APPENDIX B
Excerpts from Paper "A Door in the Floor"!
Nearly everyone is familiar with the way air
stratefies;- the density of warm air, being less than
the density of cold air, causes the warm air to rise-
above the cold air.. This means that in a confined
space such as a room, the air stratefies with the cold
air at the floor and with gradually warmer layers of
. air up to the ceiling..
In the Eskimo house .(see accompanying sketch)-
this principle was used with great effectiveness.. The
animal fat they used for fuel was scarce and had to be
used frugally. To receive more advantage from its heat,
they made their doors low,, generally entering their houses:
through the floor.. The roof and walls were made tight
by-layer upon layer of sod, so. that the warm air was,
confined by them keeping it from escaping. The cold air,,
which normally enters through a more conventional door
in the wall of a house, does not enter through the door
in the floor because of the cold airls greater density,.
Very little mixture occurs at the point of contact be-
tween the two air masses. so little, in fact,. that the
Eskimo seldom uses a door.. He protects the entrance to
his house from winds by approaching the door through a
long passage., Dr. Stefansson relates that this principle
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worked so successfully that when hunting was bad and the
fat allocated for fuel had to be eaten, the Eskimo and
his family could live quite comfortably in a small house
heated by body heat alone.
Working with this principle still further, the
Eskimo had a stage or bench built at one side of the room
where he could sit and work when the temperature at floor
level was too cool, and when the air at the bench level
became too warm, he could move to the floor.
The Eskimo had one of the first systems of controlled
ventilation as another result from this principle. Next
to the nonoperating window in the roof, there was a hole
through which the warm air could escape, if desired. By
merely stuffing a mitten in the hole to reduce its aper-
ture or by removing it, the Eskimo could control the
amount of warm air leaving the house, and therefore, the
amount of cold air entering the house.
Why doesntt our conventional door work well in
northern climates? It is because opening a door to the
outside opens a portion of the wall at least three feet
wide from the floor to well above the normal living
height within a room. Much of the warm air spills out
near the head of the door and a great deal of cold air
rushes in at the threshold to take its place. When the
temperature isO00 F. outside, a lot of heating will be
necessary to compensate for this cooling effect. 
Double doors with a vestibule may be used, but this is a
nuisance and is by no means a guarantee for a warm build-
ing. Building in the north costs enough as it is, due to
scarcity of materials, high labor costs, high transpor-
tation costs, etc. Fuel is expensive for the same
reasons. Letts save where we can.
How might this principle be used in our new buildings?
To avoid tunnels as the Eskimos use, we might place our
buildings on sloping land so that we could approach
them from the downhill side. Where there are no hills,
the buildings could be placed on stilts high enough so
that a man could walk comfortably underneath. This is
not much of a departure from our current way of position-
ing buildings on a site in cold climates. The buildings
must be insulated from the ground on which they are
built to prevent the heat, which escapes through the
floor of the building from thawing the permafrost. A
common way of attaining this insulation is to place the
building on posts or stilts three to four feet high, en-
abling the wind to blow beneath the structure to disipate
the escaping heat. By merely raising the building an-
other two or three feet, adequate head room would be pro-
vided for the "tfloor-door" approach.
Other advantages appear immediately if the building
is raided. Should "row houses" be used (and they may be
very practicable in providing for best orientation due
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to sun and wind conditions), pedestrian circulation could
take place beneath the building, assuming this area was
enclosed. Stairways could lead from this enclosed walk-
way up into the individual houses. A "neighborhood store"
might be located at one end of the row house so people
could shop for small items without going out into the un-
shielded areas. Another advantage might be the provision
of a sizeable cold storage area at ground level beneath
the houses. Outdoor tools which must be cleaned of con-
densation if they are brought into a warm house could be
stored here. Also, frozen foods might be kept in such a
store room. Undoubtedly many other practical uses would
be found for such a space.
There is one disadvantage to placing the buildings
two or three feet higher off the ground for this added
head room. The buildings would be exposed to the winds
to a greater degree which probably would mean a more
expensive structure to counteract the increased wind
force. Whether this would be a serious enough economic
reason for not using the "floor-door" would depend upon
the site conditions. Other disadvantages might appear
should an experimental house be built,
November, 1955.
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APPENDIX C
The following drawings of "A Temporary Shelter for
the Arctic" were designed for more severe climatic con-
ditions than exist at or near Schefferville. However,
such a structural system might well be used for dormi-
tories, eating and recreation buildings, office and
first aid space, and work areas for campsites, establish-
ed for logistical support of mining operations too dis-
tant from town for daily commuting of workers.
These structures are extremely light weight and
can be easily dropped from the air. A few men can then
unfold them and inflate them with dry air. Little or
no site preparation is necessary since the air mat on
which the floor sits can conform to the ground surface
configuration without affecting the floor level. The
air, which is an important part of the structural ele.-
ment, also aids heat insulation. Damaged parts can be
easily repaired by patching or replacing.
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